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Abstract 

The user scenarios characterisation deliverable is a reference 
document focused on the industrial sector needs particularly the 
one from industrial project partner, and on improvements that 
vf-OS can offer to generic users. It will also serve as the reference 
for guidance of which applications will be developed for project 
pilots during the course of vf-OS. 
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Executive Summary 

This document, “D1.2 User Scenarios Characterisation”, aims to characterise the different 
industrial scenarios addressed in vf-OS Platform and pilots’ Smart Applications. 
Specifically, this is the resubmission version in which the reviewer's recommendations 
have been responded adding required extra information.  

The use cases described in the vf-OS Description of Action (DOA) document acts as the 
foundation of this document. In further vf-OS course of actions, this document establishes 
the specifications and requirements needed for pilots’ implementation as well as for the 
further validation of the scenarios described in WP8 tasks. 

The existing scenarios and solutions expected to be formulated in vf-OS scope are 
described in D1.2 following a common methodology for all the industrial sectors. The 
document is thus, organised under the three following aspects: 

• Industrial Scenarios Characterisation: vf-OS aims to formulate solutions that 
enhance manufacturing industries capabilities across targeted sectors. It is thus 
necessary to provide a generic understanding of manufacturing domains 
characteristics and needs and identify the necessary strategies to be followed by the 
targeted industries  

• User Scenarios: In the scope of vf-OS, participating industrial pilots are the end 
users of the project applications. In order to build such applications, pilots’ scenarios 
need to be described following a standard methodology in which objectives, 
processes, actors and possible sets of data need to be well-defined  

• Scenarios Classification and Analysis: User scenarios that are addressed by vf-
OS capture the needs of different industrial sectors and process domains. The 
scenarios described, provide the guidelines for each pilot applications development. 
In order to build a global understanding, the scenarios classification and analysis are 
made based on classification standards such as Global Industry Classification 
Standard (GICS) and Supply Chain Management Processes 

 
This document is a 2nd version of the original M4 version and in which the comments made 
at the M9 review have been addressed.  See section 0.10 for further details.  No further 
iterations are forecast 
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0 Introduction 

0.1 vf-OS Project Overview 

vf-OS – virtual factory Open Operating 
System – is a project funded by the 
H2020 Framework Programme of the 
European Commission under Grant 
Agreement 723710 and conducted in 
the period October 2016 until 
September 2019.  It engages 14 
partners (Users, Technology Providers, 
Consultants and Research Institutes) 
from 7 countries with a total budget of 
circa 7.5M€.  Further information can 
be found at www.vf-OS.eu.  

The World is facing the fourth industrial 
revolution based on ICT, specifically 
architectures and services, as key 
innovation drivers for manufacturing 
companies. Traditional factories will increasingly be transformed into smart digital 
manufacturing environments but currently the full potential for ICT in manufacturing is far 
from being fully exploited. Factories are complex systems of systems and there is a need 
to develop a platform on which future manufacturing applications can be built. Examples of 
platforms exist in some industrial sectors but there is a lack of cross cutting platforms 
based on open standards for creating an ecosystem for cooperative innovation. Innovative 
open platforms to attract talent from solution developers and to provide accessible 
manufacturing smart applications to European SMEs are examples of the kind of solutions 
being sought. 

The goal of vf-OS is to develop an Open Operating System for Virtual Factories composed 
of a kernel, application programming interface, and middleware specifically designed for 
the factory of the future. An Open Applications Development Kit (OAK) will be provided to 
software developers for deploying Manufacturing Smart Applications for industrial users, 
using the vf-OS Manufacturing Applications Store all operated through a Virtual Factory 
Platform. 

The Virtual Factory Platform is an economical multi-sided market platform with the aim of 
creating value by enabling interactions between four customer groups: 

• Software Developers (independent or within individual manufacturers) who will 
build Manufacturing Apps either through innovation or from manufacturing user 
demand 

• Manufacturing and Logistic Users who will explore the marketplace for already 
created solutions, ready to be run on the vf-OS 

• Manufacturing and Logistics Solutions Providers who will provide ICT interfaces 
and manufacturing connections 

file:///D:/_New%20User/ICE/Operations/vf-OS/WP/WP1/www.vf-OS.eu
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• Service Providers (vf-OS innovators and third parties) who will make available 
services (hosting, storage, connected cloud services, etc.) including those based on 
developed solutions 
 

The Virtual Factory Platform will provide a range of services to the connected factory of the 
future to integrate better manufacturing and logistics processes. Manufacturing 
Applications Store will be open to software developers using the free Open Applications 
Development Kit provided. They will be able to quickly develop and deploy smart 
applications to enable and optimise communication and collaboration among supply 
networks of all manufacturing sectors in all the manufacturing stages and logistic 
processes. 

vf-OS aims to become the reference system software for managing factory related 
computer hardware and software resources and providing common services for factory 
computational programs. This operating system will be the component of the system 
software in a real factory system where all factory application programs will run.   

0.2 Deliverable Purpose and Scope 

The purpose of this document “D1.2 User Scenarios Characterisation” is to take vf-OS 
pilots’ descriptions from DoA and further describe and characterise them. A comparative 
analysis of the status of the main manufacturing and logistics environments is performed, 
with special focus on supporting collaboration in the supply chain and classifying the 
different industrial scenarios that address vf-OS Platform and its Smart Applications. The 
characterisation of the pilot Industrial Scenarios represents the starting point of innovative 
solutions that vf-OS project aims to develop. The deliverable document is thus a report 
that includes the characterisation of the main industrial scenarios, with particular emphasis 
on the pilots’ industrial sectors and act as the main input of WP8 – vf-OS Smart 
Application Piloting and validation.  

0.3 Target Audience 

Whilst primarily aimed at the project partners, this public deliverable can be useful for the 
wider scientific and industrial community. This includes other publicly funded projects, 
which may be interested in collaboration activities. 

0.4 Deliverable Context 

This deliverable will be used as input for the following activities: 
 

• Task 1.5: Requirements Specification and by consequence D1.5 

• Task 8.1:  Validation Scenarios and thus D8.1abcd 

• Task 8.2: Pilot 1: Manufacturing & Logistic - Automation - “Spare-parts advance 
management in automation production equipment” and thus D8.2abc  

• Task 8.3: Pilot 2: Construction – Industrialisation: “Virtual Construction Factory” 
and thus D8.3abc 

• Task 8.4: Pilot 3: Manufacturing Assembly: Collaboration - “Towards new 
business collaboration channels in Virtual Factory” and thus D8.4abc 
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0.5 Document Structure 

This deliverable is broken down into the following sections: 
 

• Section 1:  Industrial Scenarios Characterisation: Provides a description of the 
current industrial situation. At the same time, it provides the 
technological advances beneficial to vf-OS 

• Section 2:  User Scenarios Description: Provides a detailed description of each 
vf-OS pilot, describing the “AS-IS“ scenario, the “TO-BE” scenario and 
every application that will be developed in vf-OS for improving the “AS-
IS“ situation of the industrial pilot partners 

• Section 3: User Scenarios Classification and Analysis: Provides an analysis of 
the user scenarios and a list of several applications that address a set 
of problems identified within the presented industrial sectors 

• Section 4:  Conclusions: Provides a summary of the document, emphasising the 
most important aspects of user scenario characterisation 

Annexes: 

• Annex A: Document History 

• Annex B: References 

0.6 Document Status  

This document is listed in the Description of Action as “public” since it provides general 
information about the goals and scope of vf-OS and can therefore be used by external 
parties in order to receive insight into the project activities.  

0.7 Document Dependencies  

This document is a 2nd version of the original M4 version and in which the comments made 
at the M9 review have been addressed.  See section 0.10 for further details.  No further 
iterations are forecast. 

0.8 Glossary and Abbreviations  

A definition of common terms related to vf-OS, as well as a list of abbreviations, is 
available in the supplementary and separate document “vf-OS Glossary and 
Abbreviations”. 

Further information can be found at http://www.vf-OS.eu/glossary 

0.9 External Annexes and Supporting Documents 

External Documents: 

• D1.2: Appendix I: Mock-ups – See Section 2 

0.10 Reading Notes 

This new version of the deliverable is also responding to the recommendations that arose 
in the first review of the project. Additionally, for a better reading of the deliverable, the 

http://www.vf-os.eu/glossary
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structure of the document has been modified, adding missing information and describing in 
greater detail the needs of the pilots, in a pilot per pilot description. 

Figure 1 shows how the reviewer's recommendations have been addressed: 

Rec 
# 

Description Response 

1 There is a gap that needs to be addressed 
by the consortium, on demonstrating how 
the implementation of the selected smart 
applications will deliver the expected 
business impacts for the vf-OS selected 
use cases. In particular, within Chapter 1, 
the expected benefits are quantified for 
each use case. How these numbers will be 
achieved and why is not explained. This is 
the case for all three use cases provided. It 
is recommended to provide the absolute 
Current and Target values (e.g. “from 10 to 
9 days to identify the typology of rejected 
projects” instead of “10% reduction”). 
Wherever possible, benefits could also be 
made in financial terms, so that these can 
be used as input to the business case, by 
comparing against what companies would 
have to pay for the apps. 

Expected benefits section, within Chapter 1, has 
been removed and, for each pilot (section 2.X) 
has been reorganized.  

• Expected Impact section has been added 

• Business key metrics have been defined, 
showing the current and target values, in 
financial terms as far as possible 
 

With the objective of improving these metrics, the 
applications have been defined and described. 
The ECOGRAI method ensures and shows how 
these strategic objectives are related to 
performance indicators of the application, 
explaining for each indicator the way it will be 
measured and its As-Is and To-Be values. 
A new section called Data Confidentiality has also 
been added in each pilot, where each use case 
details its limits to publish confidential information. 

1 The business challenge and solution 
specifically for use case 3 is not explained 
in sufficient detail. During the initial review 
in Brussels the key challenge to be solved 
seemed to be explained quite differently 
from how it is (briefly) documented in the 
deliverable. Neither from the deliverable nor 
from the review sessions did it become 
clear why the two suppliers of different 
parts are in need of collaborating during 
(what is understood to be) a commercial 
quoting process as well as the production 
process. Are they sub-contractors or 
competitors? Either way it is not clear why 
they have to synchronize production (what 
does it mean to “ensure coherence on the 
production lines”?). If there is a business 
case for this use case, it will have to be 
explained in much more detail. 

The five vApps description (objectives definition 
and BPMN schema) of Pilot 3 have been 
reworked in order to make them clearer on their 
purposes. 

1 The added value of the apps compared to 
existing, traditional solutions 

Each pilot lists and describes different existing, 
traditional solutions and then for each application 
to be developed, the applications from the same 
sector are compared with the new one to be 
developed in vf-OS. 

1 In use case 1, the premise for collaboration 
and apps to support this is not made 
sufficiently clear. 

In the To-Be section of pilot 1, which has been 
moved from Chapter 1 to Chapter 2, the 
collaboration process between client and supplier 
has been described more precisely, also adding 
BPMN diagrams. 
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5 The business impact of the implementation 
of the smart applications during use cases 
should be analysed and provided together 
with an indication of the objective, 
measurable targets and a clear definition of 
success criteria. This requires 
measurements, including business 
indicators and metrics, measurement 
methods, guidelines, and sustainability 
performance analysis. Key Performance 
Indicators were clearly identified within 
WP8. However, the deliverables provided 
do not address sufficiently the stated 
business objectives. Deliverable D8.1 
appears to include several high-level 
objectives, but these objectives do not 
delve efficiently into the business impact 
that the use cases will have on the 
respective companies. 

A clear definition of success, foreseen 
value of business targets for all use cases 
should be provided. These elements have 
not been considered in WP8 vf-OS Smart 
Application Piloting and Validation 
deliverables provided within the current 
project period. Therefore, they should be 
reported within the next project 
deliverables. These deliverables should 
explicitly confirm that all such indicators and 
targets are properly endorsed by the 
respective use cases and explain how. 
Finally, within such deliverables there 
should also be evidence and confirmation 
that a suitable level of use cases’ data will 
be made available. This approach must 
also mitigate any problems related to data 
confidentiality which may hinder the 
dissemination of project results, outcomes 
and overall impact. 

See comments on the first row of this table – it is 
now showing the new definitions of the KPIs and 
their measurement definition. 

Figure 1: Responses to reviewer recommendations 
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1 Industrial Scenarios Characterisation 

In recent decades, market dynamics and technological evolution have brought the need for 
more flexible, reconfigurable, and scalable organisational structures to support 
increasingly dispersed manufacturing resources [SML+09], [HS12]. At the same time, 
consumer demand is moving towards more customised services and imposing 
contradictory requirements on manufactured goods such as low-cost quality or ‘glocal’ 
products [SMV12]. Manufacturing rising trend is “disaggregated supply networks” i.e. their 
activities are spread across multiple firms and locations with manufacturing sites 
geographically distributed [SKG+16].  

Industry is one of the pillars of European economy – the manufacturing sector in the EU 
accounts for 2 million enterprises, 33 million jobs, and 60% of productivity growth [Com16]. 
In general, the most common characteristics of all industries is transforming raw materials 
into finished products that are either purchased by end users, sent for further processing, 
or used in other industrial processes.  

Currently the industrial world stands on the brink of a new revolution, termed as “Industry 
4.0”, which is driven by a new generation of information technologies. The technological 
innovations in the domain of Internet of Things, Cloud Computing, Big Data, and more to 
come will enable industries to become more adventurous, more efficient, improve 
processes, and develop innovative products and services. In this context “Emerging 
industries” are described as newly formed or re-formed industries that have been created 
by technological innovation and are characterized by relative shifts in cost relationships 
and consumer needs [Por80]. 

These types of industries also depict the emergence of economic and sociological 
changes that elevate a new product or service to the level of a potentially viable business 
opportunity. They are typically based around disruptive innovation, that is driven by 
technology that either ‘enables something that was previously impossible or only a 
theoretical possibility’ or ‘leads to some very different value proposition for products and 
services’ [Tec13]. Hence, it’s important to capture the potential of disruptive technology 
leading towards new value proposition and, thereby, disrupt existing industrial markets. 

1.1 Manufacturing Domain 

In 2009, around one in ten (9.8 %) of all enterprises in the EU-27’s non-financial business 
economy was sectorial classified as “manufacturing” of a total of 2 million enterprises 
[Com13]. Manufacturing enables technological innovations to be applied in goods and 
services. Digital platforms are utilised by manufacturing industries to make new products 
affordable and accessible to multiply their societal and economic benefits. Successful 
manufacturing firms will be capable of rapidly adapting their physical and intellectual 
infrastructures to exploit changes in technology as manufacturing becomes faster, more 
responsive to changing global markets, and closer to customers [For13].  

In the context of manufacturing the main idea of the value chain is based on the process 
view of organisations. This is based on seeing a manufacturing organisation as a system, 
made up of subsystems each with inputs, transformation processes, and outputs. The 
overall manufacturing activities are thus dependent on complex processes; information 
flows between different entities and involves multiple stakeholders. Figure 2 (adapted from 
[BKL+14]) shows the generic view of value chain in emerging manufacturing industries, 
specifically in the scope of industry 4.0. Value-Added applications such as predictive 
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maintenance, field service efficiency, and collaborative services will be the key elements of 
the industrial value chain, which can be the differentiator in the competitive environment of 
the future. For realisation of such applications and services, the industrial infrastructure 
needs to be supported with high-end computing resources and seamless integration of the 
entire manufacturing infrastructure and different data sources. 

 

Figure 2: Value chain of Manufacturing Industries in the scope of Industry 4.0 

Despite the uncertainty and challenges associated with emerging technologies across all 
industries, there is clear evidence for adopting the technologies that underpin Industry 4.0, 
as reported by different industrial sectors in [RJS16a]. The revenue gains in the new 
industrial age will come largely from new digital features and products, or from introducing 
data analytics and other new digital services to customers. In addition, the availability of 
real-time data enables companies to offer more personalised products and customised 
solutions, which usually generate significantly higher margins than mass-manufactured 
offerings. But, to reap the benefits, business leaders and senior executives need to 
understand their changing environment, challenge the assumptions of their operating 
teams, and continuously innovate. 

The new technologies will affect both the supply and demand sides of business. On the 
supply side, new ways of serving existing needs can significantly disrupt industry value 
chains, which will be guided by access to global digital platforms for research, 
development, marketing, sales, and distribution. The supply network is expected to evolve 
and improve quality, speed, or price at which value is delivered. Major shifts in the demand 
side driven by growing transparency, consumer engagement, and new patterns of 
consumer behaviour (built upon access to mobile networks and data) will force companies 
to adapt the way they design, market, and deliver products and services. 
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Figure 3: Strategical guide towards digital economy 

Figure 3 taken from [RJS16b] presents a set of strategies for companies to evolve from 
product-oriented paradigm towards the digital service-oriented business economy. 
Companies can evolve their market offerings across four layers moving from a traditional, 
physical core product to a comprehensive digital ecosystem. In this process, platforms 
under the development of European Commission H2020-Factories of the Future (FoF) 
framework play an important role, since it is difficult for companies, especially SMEs, to 
internally develop a complete offering. Also, the value of an ecosystem in Industry 4.0 is 
driven by collaboration between partners and the intensity of their relationships. The 
biggest challenge is to set the right incentives and find suitable benefit sharing models. 
Regarding this, a possible business model in an ecosystem is a marketplace that brings 
together multiple sellers and buyers capturing value from commissions on transactions. 
This business strategy can be adopted in most of the traditional industries. 

The report by the Directorate General for Internal Policies, European Parliament on 
Industry 4.0 [Par16], has clearly identified several important impacts on industries by the 
business paradigm change. The main message is that SMEs will face bigger challenges in 
participating in Industry 4.0 supply chains. That will require not only effective company 
strategies but also active collaboration with the public sector that can play a role in 
creating an ecosystem that will help SMEs transition to Industry 4.0. Overall customers are 
increasing at the epicentre of the economy, which is all about improving how customers 
are served. New technologies make assets more durable and resilient, while data and its 
analysis are transforming how they are maintained. Companies’ strategies should not only 
be built along production efficiency and profitability but also across the verticals of 
customer experiences and global collaboration. 

1.2 Technical Advancement of vf-OS 

The whole vision of vf-OS is described in detail in D1.1 – Vision Consensus, which 
provides the clear definition of what the project wants to achieve. This section presents a 
high-level description of the technical advancement of vf-OS that can guide towards its 
realisation. 
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This main technical objective of vf-OS is the realisation of an operating system for factories 
which is driven by the requirements (and validated by business scenarios) of industries 
operating in different domains. As presented in Figure 4, the first step taken towards vf-OS 
realisation is to reuse existing technological solutions to quickly provide value to 
enterprises (final users) and developers rather than building everything from scratch. 

 

Figure 4: vf-OS Technical Roadmap 

Some valuable initiatives (eg FIWARE1) have provided the basic elements for developing 
enterprise applications and vf-OS will be built on top of this. At the same time, components 
from other FoF projects such as FITMAN2, C2NET3, CREMA4 etc are expected to be 
incorporated in the development of vf-OS. Furthermore, toolkits such as the open source 
Talend5 suite (Big Data, Integration…) can be used to facilitate connectors although taking 
into consideration the solid commercial support and industrially realised open source. The 
factors considered in the selection of a solution are: 

• If it is open source 

• If it was validated by an independent entity 

• Its technological maturity-level 

• Its industrial acceptance 

• Competences of vf-OS partners 
 
The details of this phase will be explored in the scope of T1.4 and will be reported in D1.4 
– SoA Existing Solutions. 

The next step is the development phase, which takes the inputs from the previous stage 
and performs necessary adaptation (enhancements, configurations, custom 

                                            
1 https://www.fiware.org/  
2 http://www.fitman-fi.eu/  
3 http://c2net-project.eu/  
4 http://www.crema-project.eu/  
5 https://www.talend.com/  

https://www.fiware.org/
http://www.fitman-fi.eu/
http://c2net-project.eu/
http://www.crema-project.eu/
https://www.talend.com/
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implementations, deployments etc) for the creation of the vf-OS platform. These activities 
are performed in the scope of Research, Development, and Innovation (RDI) work 
packages ie, packages WP2-7. This activity is also guided by the industrial requirements 
(T1.5) and user scenarios that will be presented in the following sections. 

In this development phase, the research and innovation are also performed in the scope of 
the RDI work packages ie, WP2-7. The main objective is to develop technical solutions, 
beyond the state-of-the-art, that can not only provide added value to the partner industries 
but also provide a strong base for further exploitation of vf-OS results in the competitive 
market scope. Some important research domains that have been identified for industrial 
research and innovation are data harmonisation, data driven predictive models, situational 
awareness over real time data, cyber physical systems etc. It is important to note that the 
research domains are guided by the vf-OS vision and industrial requirements and can 
highly affect the activities in the development phase. 

At the end of the previous activity, the development of all vf-OS components will be 
completed, and instantiated to address the scenarios of the industrial pilots. This phase is 
very important for the industrial validation of the overall vf-OS platform and will be driven 
by the real case data collected from the industrial processes. This step should also 
consider the necessary developments for integration of vf-OS solutions within industries 
existing IT infrastructures. These activities will be performed within the scope of WP8. 
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2 User Scenarios Description 

In this section, the vf-OS project use cases are described in detail. For each pilot, a 
description of the current state (as-is), and the desired scenario (to-be) are described, 
together with the applications needed to be developed during the course of vf-OS project. 

The first subsection presents and analyses the current situation of the use case, 
introducing the companies involved, describing their current business processes and the 
main problematics they are facing, and finally defining the critical business metrics that 
each company wants to improve. 

After the analysis of the current situation, in the second subsection, the future workflow (to-
be scenario) is studied and the workflow expected after the implementation of the new 
platform is presented. The methodology followed starts with the description of the business 
model processes wanted to achieve and the different possible solutions. A new sub 
section, “Expected impact” is defined for both quantitative and qualitative impact. 

In the last part of the use cases description, each pilot defines the applications which 
should be developed for achieving the objectives. An acronym has been created and 
assigned to each application, very similar to the commercial name it could be used once in 
the vf-Store (e.g. vfFailurePrevention) and a reference number (e.g. vfApp P11). These 
acronyms and reference numbers will be used throughout the documentation of the project 
to refer to the applications in the pilot use cases.  

Each application description includes its objective, actors involved, process description, 
data sets, and expected impact using the ECOGRAI method. In this method, each key 
business metric is related to a performance indicator and a definition of how it will be 
measured. In the process description table, there is a column called “Covered by vf-OS” 
that determines whether the process step is covered by vf-OS platform components or not. 

The data set of each application includes: 

• Preconfigured data (general and individual data generated when the application is 
installed that rarely changes in time) 

• Input data (different data that the application is collecting at different times) 

• Output data (data generated by the application at the end of the process) 
 
Figure 5 describes the actors involved in all use cases, detailing the person’s name, 
company and position. 
 
In Annex document, “D1.2: Appendix I: Mock-ups”, mock-ups are described in order to 
have a visual information for each vApp. 

 

Actor Company Position 

Iñigo MASS Maintenance manager (MA-MM) 

Kestutis VS Production line manager (VS-PLM) 

Andrius VS Maintenance manager (VS-MM) 

José CON Supervisor (Con-Spv) 

Porcim EXT Concrete Plant (Ext-CP) 

Antonio EXT Truck Driver (Ext-TD) 

Marco EXT Contractor (Ext-Cnt) 

Grégoire APR Sales manager 
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Erwan APR Quotation referent 

Lionel APR Industrial engineering manager. 

Methods manager. 

Member of the production team. 

Eddy APR Production manager. 

Member of the production team. 

Calogero TARDY Sales manager 

Quotation referent 

Yannick TARDY Industrial engineering manager. 

Methods manager. 

Member of the production team. 

Serge TARDY Production manager. 

Member of the production team. 

Eddy + Serge APR & TARDY Production consortium 

Pascal EXT Common Customer 

Figure 5: Table of vApps actors information 

2.1 Pilot 1: Manufacturing & Logistic/Automation 

2.1.1 As-Is: Analysis of the Current Situation 

This use case is composed by Mondragon Assembly S. Coop., MASS, a Spanish SME 
located in Aretxabaleta, and Via Solis UAB, VS, a Lithuanian company located in Vilnius 
(Lithuania). MASS is specialised in the development and manufacturing of automation 
production equipment. VS is an international manufacturer of PhotoVoltaic (PV) glass and 
provider of solar energy solutions.  

 Business Process Model 

MASS is a supplier of production equipment and provides technical assistance as a 
service on its products. VS is a customer of MASS’s services and products. In case of 
machine failure in the VS production line and if it is considered to be an uncommon failure, 
the VS production line manager calls the MASS maintenance manager explaining the 
problem. Then, MASS maintenance manager organises a meeting with different 
technicians, both software and mechanical designers, to determine if the problem comes 
from a mechanical failure, if it is caused by software, or is an electrical failure. Depending 
on the cause, MASS organises a plan of action and contact with VS. 

The MASS technician calls the VS production manager and tries to identify the problem by 
executing some troubleshooting tests. When a software or programming error is identified 
as the failure, the MASS technician uses a remote connection and fixes the problem with a 
program update or configuration update. When an electrical or mechanical issue is 
identified, the MASS maintenance manager contacts the part supplier and asks for a 
budget for a new spare-part, then calls the VS production line manager in order to inform 
them about the situation. If VS accepts the replacement offer and places the order with 
MASS, MASS initiates the order and the delivery of the part, often with high urgency, at VS 
premises. When the spare-part is in VS’ factory, MASS either sends maintenance 
technicians to their factory or supports the installation of the new part via mail, phone, or 
remote connection. 

Figure 6 shows this process in a diagram: 
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Figure 6: Pilot 1 As-Is Diagnostics BPMN diagram 

 Key Business Issues 

The current failure diagnostics process requires an extensive amount of time from the 
engineering team. As the number of customers increase, the engineering team naturally 
need to dedicate an increasing amount of time to customer support and this limits MASS 
capacity to develop new products and projects. Thus, the current failure diagnostic 
process limits MASS’ capacity to grow and expand business while minimising operational 
costs. Additionally, apart from limiting growth, the working hours that technicians spend in 
maintenance jobs are translated into less profit for the company than the hours that are 
dedicated to new development projects. Still, the assistance service is very important to 
MASS since it is the main differential value regarding Asian competition, which currently 
lacks in customer care processes. To reach very efficient maintenance services, MASS 
needs to offer good service while keeping a minimum stock of spare parts. 

On the customer side, when VS production line is stopped by a breakdown and needs an 
intervention of the machine supplier, it can take a long period of time for MASS technicians 
to reach VS and fix the problem, which hugely decreases machine availability. Any of 
these failures can negatively impact the quality of the production, increase production 
downtimes, workers need to work overtime or even VS fails to comply with the order. 

2.1.2 To-Be: Analysis of the Expected Scenarios 

 Target Business Process Models 

Believing that it's a win-win process, MASS and VS both wish to optimise their business 
model in relation to the maintenance process. Regarding MASS, although the most 
important aspect of maintenance is the ability to offer a fast and quality service, there is 
also the possibility of saving more money by reducing costs and getting better gross 
margin. For VS, a production line that produces over a longer period of time and with 
higher quality is also an opportunity to reduce costs and enhance competitiveness.  
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The first aspect to be improved is the failure diagnostic, both in terms of quality and 
response times, in order to reduce engineering support operational costs and PV module 
manufacturing costs. This improvement can be achieved by the adoption of new 
communication tools for data exchange. In the near future, integration of prediction 
capabilities can provide greater advantage to these cross connected systems. 

In the new process model, the main communication means will be a collaborative platform, 
connected to the machine, able to notify the client that an error may occur or has already 
occurred. Upon a notification, the customer will evaluate the severity of the issue and, if no 
intervention is required from the supplier, the incidence is closed. If any intervention is 
needed for fixing the incidence, the client will launch an intervention process involving the 
provider through the platform. 

This intervention procedure grants the maintenance team easy access to the machine, 
offering information about machine failures and actions applied in the past. With access to 
historical data about errors and maintenance performed, the team will be able to easily 
identify, detail, and solve the problem. It also is possible to provide remote assistance 
using the collaborative environment. Eventually, the customer can validate the solution 
and register it in the system. 

The new process is shown in Figure 7: 
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Figure 7: Pilot 1 To-Be Diagnostics BPMN diagram 

Another key point for MASS, in order to improve maintenance related earnings, is efficient 
spare part stock management as well as their shipping and distribution management. A 
specific application for taking care of and optimising stock management will be developed, 
allowing optimal stock dimension to be kept based on real customer needs. In parallel, 
shipping and distribution delays will be shortened, thus gaining quality of service and 
reducing shipping costs. The use of the collaborative platform, as shown in Figure 7, will 
streamline the procedures between client-supplier, asking the customer for spare parts in 
a safe way using directly the reference code of the supplier. 

 Candidate Solutions 

The companies participating in this use case wish to reduce costs and improve the 
maintenance service through digitisation. The goal is to advance from a scenario in which 
maintenance is a slow process and the collaboration is scarce, to a scenario where, 
through the use of digital platforms and data processing, maintenance is an agile and 
collaborative process. 
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Figure 8 shows the evolution that is desired: 

Figure 8: As-Is and To-Be scenarios comparison 

To achieve this scenario, many platforms and existing applications can be used, with 
which all technical and functional requirements are met. 

Figure 9 shows some generic solutions that could be used instead of the applications that 
are defined in this use case: 

Figure 9: Table of Pilot 1 Candidate Solutions 

Although these are some powerful solutions, the decision has been to select vf-OS, since 
it is a platform that complies with the required characteristics, being able to develop 
desired applications and being much cheaper than the other solutions. In addition, the 

 As-Is To-Be 
Advanced communication protocols to 
machines 

 ✓ 

Direct communication (phone, mail, …) 
channels 

✓ ✓ 

Collaborative environment  ✓ 

Cloud platform  ✓ 

Security ✓ ✓ 

Automatic notification  ✓ 

Advanced data monitoring  ✓ 

Storage of high amount of data (Time series 
data storage) 

 ✓ 

Predictive analysis (Data analytics)  ✓ 

Machine health traceability (Relational data 
storage) 

 ✓ 

Remote assistance ✓ ✓ 

Communication protocols to several 
enterprise software (ERP, Excel, …) 

 ✓ 

Spare-parts traceability (Relational data 
storage) 

 ✓ 

Machine production traceability (Relational 
data storage) 

 ✓ 

Machine maintenance traceability 
(Relational data storage) 

 ✓ 

Computerized maintenance  ✓ 

Candidate Solution Description 
SCADA SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) is a category of 

software application program for process control, the gathering of data 
in real time from remote locations in order to control equipment and 
conditions. It main target is to control and optimize the system, 
showing and saving in real time the representative data of the state of 
the system and being able to act on it.  

CMMS A computerized maintenance management system (CMMS) is a 
software package designed to maintain a computer database for an 
organization’s maintenance operations and human resources 
functions. Its main tasks are: managing maintenance and managing 
inventories, all recording the information generated. 

WMS A warehouse management system (WMS) is a software application, 
designed to support and optimize warehouses or distribution centre 
management. 
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different applications are integrated in the same platform and the new implementations are 

much cheaper and easier. 

2.1.3 Expected Impact 

Mondragon Assembly expect that vf-OS project will help them: 

• To reduce downtime costs when machine errors occur by quickly detecting failures. 
For this, it is desirable to have access, in almost real time, to failure detections, 
registration, and alerts 

• To correct the maintenance policy that helps to prevent and reduce machine failures 
for which efficient preventative and corrective maintenance policies must be 
established. In order to implement the maintenance policies, it is expected that the 
technology will be provided for production equipment maintenance and spare parts 
procurement 

• To use safe and agile communication channels, avoiding losses in the information 
transmission, which are important mechanisms to reduce time wastes in the technical 
assistance service. This will require the setup of a multi instance collaborative 
platform, allowing safe communication of relevant shared data 

• To monitor the productivity data to track production and evaluate machine 
performance, in order to increase productivity and support decision-making 

• To develop customer-oriented services, which are important for the equipment 
manufacturer (MASS) industrial strategy, so it is expected that vf-OS implements a 
system that supports it 

• To develop sales orientated information from production information, Just In Time 

 Key Business Metrics 

Figure 10 shows the key business metrics that MASS wants to improve with the 
implementation of vf-OS, explaining what each indicator means. 

 

Metric User Description Current 
Value 

Target Value 

Maintenance 
support operations 
costs 

MASS Costs of the technical 
support provided by MASS 
in failure diagnostics and 
plan of action, directly 
related to the manpower 
working hours spent per 
failure 

140 €/failure 70 €/failure 

Standard PV 
module labour costs 

VS Manufacturing, direct 
labour, costs per module, 
directed related with the 
production line availability 
and quality 

36.5 €/module 35.21 €/module 

Maintenance 
services Margin (on 
Sale) per worked 
hour 

MASS Margin on sale (Selling-
cost) per worked hours 
regarding to maintenance 
services offered by MASS, 
including materials, man 
labour and other expenses 

130.28 €/hour 195.43 €/hour 
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Figure 10: Table of Pilot 1 Key Business Metrics 

2.1.4 vApps 

 vfFailurePrevention (vfApp P11) 

2.1.4.1.1 Objective 
The objective of vfFailurePrevention is to automatically detect equipment maintenance or 
failure events using data analysis algorithms and trigger the appropriate monitoring 
process by sending notification alarms to the corresponding actors. PLC data will be 
stored so that the data analysis algorithm can use it. When the system detects an event, it 
notifies maintenance managers in both MASS and VS through monitoring alarms. Upon 
receiving an alarm, maintenance managers analyse the information and decide if any 
maintenance process is required.  

2.1.4.1.2 Actors 

Figure 11: Table of vfFailurePrevention Actors  

Name Role From 
Iñigo Maintenance Manager (MA-

MM) 
MASS 

Andrius Maintenance Manager (VS-
MM) 

VS 
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2.1.4.1.3 Process Schema 

 

Figure 12: vfFailurePrevention Process Schema 

2.1.4.1.4 Process Description 

# Description Covered by 
vf-OS 

1 Tabber Stringer machine PLC data is uploaded to the vf-OS platform and 
stored in real-time in “PLC Data Storage”. The users have previously 
configured the application to link the necessary data from PLC and grant the 
corresponding access permissions. 

Yes 

2 Data analytics provide easy mechanisms to configure the algorithms and 
define how alarms are generated from PLC data. For instance, Iñigo can 
configure Data analytics just by setting the values of some preconfigured 
variables. 

Yes 

3 The data analytics components of the application process the PLC data in 
real-time. 

Yes 

4 When the data analytics components detect a possible issue, an alert alarm 
is activated (status as “active”), saved in “Alarm Data Storage”, and send to 
Iñigo and Andrius. They both receive emails and a notification in the 
application informing them about the alarm. 

Yes 

5 The issue is checked by Andrius in the Tabber Stringer. He collects more 
information that could be relevant to handle the alarm. 

No 

6 The situation is explained by Andrius to Iñigo in detail and they analyse the 
problem together. The aim of this is to decide on whether to act on the 
alarm ie accept or dismiss the alarm. 

No 

7 Depending on the adopted decision the alarm status is set (“accepted” or 
“dismissed”) by Andrius and is saved in “Alarm Data Storage”. Andrius can 
write a comment about the alarm when setting its status. 

Yes 
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Figure 13: Table of vfFailurePrevention Process Description 

2.1.4.1.5 Data Sets 

Data preconfigured in the vfApp 

• VS as Tabber Stringer owner 

• MASS as Tabber Stringer supplier  

• Tabber Stringer alarm list 

• Persons to whom communicate a failure and means of communication (email) 

• MASS knowledge to set analysis rules 

Data inputs 

• PLC data of the VS Tabber Stringer 

• Alarm status provided by Andrius 

Data outputs 

• Code and description of the detected maintenance alarm (provided by data analytics 
components) 

• Time and date of the alarm (provided by vApp). 

• Warning icon in Andrius and Iñigo screen (provided by vApp) 

• Email sent to Andrius and Iñigo mailbox with predicted alarm code, description, and 
Time/date (provided by vApp) 

• Information about the alarm status depending on whether it has been accepted or dismissed 
(provided by Andrius) 

• Time and date of the alarm acceptation or rejection (provided by vApp) 

Figure 14: Table of vfFailurePrevention Data Sets 

2.1.4.1.6 vApp Performance Indicators 

Figure 15: ECOGRAI method of reduction of the spare-parts replacement time 
performance indicator 

ECOGRAI Method Description 

Strategic Objectives 
Reduction of maintenance support operations costs  

Increase maintenance services Margin (on Sale) per worked hour 

Tactical Objectives Reduction of the spare-parts replacement time 

Operational objectives Prevent machine failures that require maintenance assistance 

Decision variables Implement predictive failure detection 

Success factor Predict possible causes of failure before spending time finding the failure 
cause 

Performance indicator Number of unplanned stops 

Formula(Payload) Number of unplanned stops in a production period of 3 months 

As-IS value  13 unplanned stops  

To-Be (M36):  10 unplanned stops 

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduction of standard PV module labour costs 

Tactical Objectives Cost for production overtime 

Operational objectives Prevent machine failures that cause production stops 

Decision variables Implement predictive failure detection 

Success factor Predict possible causes of failure  

Performance indicator Number of unplanned stops 

Formula(Payload) Number of unplanned stops in a production period of 3 months 
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Figure 16: ECOGRAI method of cost for production overtime performance indicator 

Figure 17: ECOGRAI method of reduction of cost of quality performance indicator 

 vfFailureManager (vfApp P12)  

2.1.4.2.1 Objective 

The vfFailureManager application main goal is to perform the automatic registration of the 
failures of the Tabber Stringer machine in a production line using PLC data and notifying 
the users with an alarm when a failure is detected. The equipment owner can also create 
an alarm manually if they find a fault. To support the search for the detected failure 
solution, both the owner and the supplier of the equipment may view the history of 
registered faults and the solutions applied. 

2.1.4.2.2 Actors 

Figure 18: Table of vfFailureManager Actors  

As-IS value  13 unplanned stops 

To-Be (M36):  10 unplanned stops 

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduction of standard PV module labour costs 

Tactical Objectives Reduction of cost of quality due to reduction of production downtime 
owing to spare-parts failure 

Operational objectives Prevent machine failures that produce defective parts  

Decision variables Implement predictive failure detection 

Success factor Predict possible causes of failure  

Performance indicator Number of defective strings produced 

Formula(Payload) Number of defective strings produced in a production period of 3 months 

As-IS value  1066 defective parts  

To-Be (M36):  533 defective parts 

Name Role From 
Iñigo Maintenance Manager (MA-

MM) 
MASS 

Kestutis Production Line Manager (VS-
PLM) 

VS 

Andrius Maintenance Manager (VS-
MM) 

VS 
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2.1.4.2.3 Process Schema 

 

Figure 19: vfFailureManager Process Schema 
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2.1.4.2.4 Process Description 

Figure 20: Table of vfFailureManager Process Description 

2.1.4.2.5 Data Sets 

Data preconfigured in the vfApp 

• VS as equipment owner and MASS as equipment supplier 

• VS Tabber Stringer master data (electrical schema, TS handbook …) 

• List of alarms to detect for Tabber Stringer machine 

• Failure types to assign with alarms 

• Persons to whom communicate a failure and means of communication (email) 

# Description Covered 
by vf-OS 

1 A preconfigured type of failure in the Tabber Stringer is automatically 
detected by the machine control and the alarm is stored in “Alarm Data 
Storage” with the status as “detected”, and the origin as “TS control”.  
The alarm is visualised on the applications of Andrius and Kestutis, sent 
to their email with a short failure description and is waiting to be 
confirmed. 

Yes 

2 Andrius goes to the Tabber Stringer, checks if the failure is real, and, if 
so, tries to figure out the cause. 

No 

3 If Andrius determines that the alarm is real, he accepts it and set the 
alarm status to “active” in “Alarm Data Storage”. In order to keep track of 
what Andrius has seen, he may also type a comment describing a 
possible root cause. 

Yes 

4 If Andrius determines that the alarm is not real, he dismiss it and modifies 
its status to “dismissed” in “Alarm Data Storage”. 

Yes 

5 When the Tabber Stringer has a fault that could not be detected 
automatically, Andrius (VS-MM) and Kestutis (VS-PLM) check the fault. 
The fault is evaluated and if they decide to make an intervention, Andrius 
generates a new alarm in the system by entering the data manually. The 
status of the alarm in “Alarm Data Storage” will be directly "active" and 
will be saved indicating the origin as "VS-MM". 

Yes 

6 When the alarm status is active, it is displayed on Iñigo’s application and 
an email is sent to his mailbox. He confirms the alarm reception using 
this vfApp.  

Yes 

7 Andrius and Iñigo consult available information about the VS Tabber 
Stringer (characteristics, vfFailureManager failure log etc).  After 
assessing the situation, Iñigo and Andrius determine the failure type by 
assigning a failure type from the vfApp failure list or by entering a new 
one, adding the new alarm failure type in failures list. 

Yes 

8 Iñigo or Andrius identifies the solution, schedules an intervention plan, 
and saves the description of the solution in “Alarm Data Storage”. 

Yes 

9 The maintenance team replaces the part or component of the machine 
with the spare part, configuring it (software, parameters, firmware) if 
necessary. At the end of the intervention Andrius and the maintenance 
team test if the Tabber Stringer works properly. 

No 

10 If the test is approved, Andrius sets the alarm status to “accepted” 
including a description of the intervention (duration, worker, spare-part 
…). 

Yes 

11 If the test is not approved, the process returns to point 7 (failure 
analysis). 

No 
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Data inputs 

• Several PLC data of the Tabber Stringer that is producing in VS 

• Alarm data added manually by Andrius when a manual failure is added 

• Alarm status provided by Andrius 

• Alarm origin provided by vApp 

• Alarm intervention description 

Data outputs 

• Time and date of the alarm (provided by vApp) 

• Email sent to Andrius, Kestutis, and Iñigo mailbox with predicted alarm information (provided 
by vApp) 

• Comment about the possible root cause (provided by Andrius) 

• Type of definitive failure (provided by Iñigo, Andrius) 

• Information about intervention process eg operator who solved the problem, time to solve it, 
and applied solution (provided by Andrius) 

• Time and date of the maintenance actuation closing (provided by Andrius or Iñigo) 

Figure 21: Table of vfFailureManager Data Sets 

2.1.4.2.6 vApp Performance Indicators 

 Figure 22: ECOGRAI method of reduction of the spare-parts replacement time 
performance indicator 

ECOGRAI Method Description 

Strategic Objectives 
Reduction of maintenance support operations costs 

Increase maintenance services Margin (on Sale) per worked hour 

Tactical Objectives Reduction of the spare-parts replacement time 

Operational objectives Reduce machine failures solution time 

Decision variables Implement an automatic and instant failures registration and notification 
system and implement a failure solution searcher 

Success factor Real-time detection and notification and a historical of modifications in the 
machine 

Performance indicator Time the TS is stopped due to machine failure 

Formula(Payload) Time the TS is stopped due to machine failure in a production period of 3 
months 

As-IS value  4 hours 

To-Be (M36):  3 hours 

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduction of standard PV module labour costs 

Tactical Objectives Cost for production overtime 

Operational objectives Reduce machine failures solution time 

Decision variables Implement an automatic and instant failures registration and notification 
system and implement a failure solution searcher 

Success factor Real-time detection and notification and a historical of modifications in the 
machine 

Performance indicator Time the TS is stopped due to machine failure 

Formula(Payload) Time the TS is stopped due to machine failure in a production period of 3 
months 

As-IS value  4 hours 

To-Be (M36):  3 hours 
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Figure 23: ECOGRAI method of cost for production overtime performance indicator 

 vfStockPolicies (vfApp P13)  

2.1.4.3.1 Objective 
The vfStockPolicies application main goal is to manage company spare-parts 
needs/stocks, and alert them when the stock is lower than a minimum defined for each 
spare-part. To meet this goal, it is necessary to first feed “Spare-part Data Storage” with 
spare-part data either from each company information systems (IS) or manually. Each 
imported spare-part is identified in the equipment supplier's system with a unique code 
being this code also in the equipment owner data storage. All the information will be 
permanently visible and when the algorithm detects that there is a shortage in some spare-
part the application will alert the maintenance manager of the company. 

2.1.4.3.2 Actors 

Figure 24: Table of vfStockPolicies Actors  

Name Role From 
Iñigo Maintenance Manager (MA-

MM) 
MASS 

Andrius Maintenance Manager (VS-
MM) 

VS 
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2.1.4.3.3 Process Schema 

 

Figure 25: vfStockPolicies Process Schema 

2.1.4.3.4 Process Description 

# Description Covered 
by vf-OS 

1 The information of the selected spare-part (Reference, provider, 
description, cost ...) is automatically registered in the company’s 
information systems (IS) or manually by company’s maintenance 
manager (Iñigo or Andrius) in “Spare-part Data Storage”. 

Andrius adds the MASS code (ID) of each spare-part in the VS system to 
send a correct code when he wants to order spare-parts to MASS. 

Yes 

2 Spare-part information (criticality, delivery time, minimum stock, stock 
quantity …) can be modified by the company maintenance manager 
(Iñigo or Andrius). 

Yes 

3 Stock and spare-parts detailed information constant monitoring to 
facilitate decision-making to Andrius in VS or Iñigo in MASS. 

Yes 

4 The algorithm for detecting shortage of spare-parts is executed in real 
time to detect issues in stocks.  

Yes 

5 When the shortage of some spare-part is automatically detected, an 
alarm is displayed on Iñigo’s or Andrius’ application and an email is sent 
to Iñigo or Andrius (depending on where the alarm is). 

Yes 
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Figure 26: Table of vfStockPolicies Process Description 

2.1.4.3.5 Data Sets 

Data preconfigured in the vfApp 

• Selected spare-part list (Description, code …) 

• Persons to whom communicate a failure and means of communication (email) 

• Spare-part delivery time 

• Spare-part minimum stock 

• Spare-part criticality value 

Data inputs 

• Spare-part quantity 

Data outputs 

• Spare-part stock low quantity alarm in Iñigo or Andrius screen (provided by vfStockPolicies) 

• Email sent to Andrius or Iñigo mailbox with Spare-part stock low alarm information (provided 
by vfStockPolicies). 

Figure 27: Table of vfStockPolicies Data Sets 

2.1.4.3.6 vApp Performance Indicators 

Figure 28: ECOGRAI method of reduction of spare-parts stocks performance indicator 

6 When monitoring an alarm, Andrius or Iñigo (depending on the company 
where the alarm has been monitored) launches a new order for the 
spare-part and waits to finish the order. 

No 

7 When the order is launched the maintenance manager can activate 
“order in progress” value to indicate that the alarm is attended. 

Yes 

8 Upon receipt of the order, Iñigo or Andrius will modify the quantity in 
stock and deactivate the value of "order in progress". 

Yes 

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Increase maintenance services Margin (on Sale) per worked hour 

Tactical Objectives Reduction of spare-parts stocks 

Operational objectives Dimensioning of spare-parts stock 

Decision variables Implement an stock optimization algorithm 

Success factor Calculation of the necessary quantity of each spare-parts 

Performance indicator Cost of the stock for each TS 

Formula(Payload) Sum of the costs of the recommended spare-parts for each TS 

As-IS value  49010 € 

To-Be (M36):  34307 € 

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Increase maintenance services Margin (on Sale) per worked hour 

Tactical Objectives Reduction of cost in the replenishment process (shipping and logistic) 

Operational objectives Reduce urgent shipments from the supplier of the spare part to the end 
customer 

Decision variables Have an optimized Stock 

Success factor Send spare parts directly and instantly 

Performance indicator Number of direct shipments to the customer from the spare-parts supplier 

Formula(Payload) Number of direct shipments to the customer from the spare-parts supplier in 
a production period of 3 months 
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Figure 29: ECOGRAI method of reduction of cost in the replenishment process 
performance indicator 

 vfProductionFollowUp (vfApp P14)  

2.1.4.4.1 Objective 

The main objective of vfProductionFollowUp is to calculate production KPI’s such as 
productivity, availability, performance, or quality of the Tabber Stringer and monitor these 
values. For this purpose, the PLC data must be collected from the machine in real time 
and stored in a data storage system for KPI’s monitoring. Production issues will be 
detected, if some calculated indicator is below preconfigured thresholds and thus trigger 
an alarm to alert the production line manager. 

2.1.4.4.2 Actors 

Figure 30: Table of vfProductionFollowUp Actors 

2.1.4.4.3 Process Schema  

 

Figure 31: vfProductionFollowUp Process Schema  

As-IS value  3 shipments 

To-Be (M36):  2 shipments 

Name Role From 
Kestutis Production Line Manager (VS-

PLM) 
VS 
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2.1.4.4.4 Process Description 

Figure 32: Table of vfProductionFollowUp Process Description 

2.1.4.4.5 Data Sets 

Data preconfigured in the vfApp 

• List of production KPIs (Availability, performance, and quality) 

• Goal values as planned production time, ideal run time … to compare production indicators  

• Persons to whom communicate a failure and their mails 

Data inputs 

• Real counters and times values from PLC of the Tabber Stringer 

Data outputs 

• Tabber Stringer real production data (provided by Tabber Stringer) 

• Tabber Stringer availability, performance, and quality (vfProductionFollowUp) 

• Tabber Stringer low productivity alarm in Kestutis screen(provided by vfProductionFollowUp) 

• Email sent to Kestutis mailbox with low productivity alarm information (provided by 
vfProductionFollowUp) 

Figure 33: Table of vfProductionFollowUp Data Sets 

2.1.4.4.6 vApp Performance Indicators 

# Description Covered 
by vf-OS 

1 Tabber Stringer machine production data is stored in real-time in 
“Production Data Storage”. 

Yes 

2 The production KPI calculation algorithm is calculating indicators 
availability, performance, or quality in real-time. 

Yes 

3 Production data, (collected data and calculation results), are displayed on 
Kestutis screen. 

Yes 

4 The information can be monitored and filtered depending on the needs of 
Kestutis (per day, accumulated, ...) 

Yes 

5 If some calculated indicator is too low compared with its preconfigured 
value alarm goes off on Kestutis screen and an email is sent to his 
mailbox. 

Yes 

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduction of standard PV module labour costs 

Tactical Objectives Cost for production overtime 

Operational objectives Schedule production based on the real state of the machine 

Decision variables Implement OEE (Overall Equipment Effectiveness) monitoring and alerting of 
too bad production  

Success factor Detect production losses 

Performance indicator TS OEE percentage value while it’s ready to produce 

Formula(Payload) Obtained TS OEE percentage value while it’s ready to produce during 3 
months production period 

As-IS value  93% 

To-Be (M36):  96.5% 
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Figure 34: ECOGRAI method of cost for production overtime performance indicator 

Figure 35: ECOGRAI method of reduction of cost of quality performance indicator 

 vfMaintenanceCalendar (vfApp P15)  

2.1.4.5.1 Objective 

The main aim of vfMaintenanceCalendar is to schedule a maintenance calendar for the 
Tabber Stringer machine and support the communication of maintenance operations 
between MASS and VS. MASS will define preventative maintenance operations that the 
Tabber Stringer needs and records these operations. Depending on the annual production 
calendar configured by VS and the operations registered by MASS, an algorithm should 
create a maintenance schedule. This can be automatically modified when new operations 
are added or when real date of the last intervention is updated.  

The application must notify the maintenance managers to place the spare-parts order, plan 
the necessary resources, and validate the intervention date. Once the intervention is 
finished, the last maintenance date is updated and the calendar is automatically 
recalculated. 

2.1.4.5.2 Actors 

Figure 36: Table of vfMaintenanceCalendar Actors  

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduction of standard PV module labour costs 

Tactical Objectives Reduction of cost of quality due to reduction of production downtime owing 
to spare-parts failure 

Operational objectives Detect quality drops in production 

Decision variables Implement monitoring of machine quality value and alert about quality 
downs   

Success factor Detect quality losses 

Performance indicator Percentage of good parts 

Formula(Payload) Percentage of good parts in a production period of 3 months 

As-IS value  98% 

To-Be (M36):  99% 

Name Role From 
Iñigo Maintenance Manager (MA-

MM) 
MASS 

Andrius Maintenance Manager (VS-
MM) 

VS 
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2.1.4.5.3 Process Schema 

 

Figure 37: vfMaintenanceCalendar Process Schema 

2.1.4.5.4 Process Description 

# Description Covered 
by vf-OS 

1 Tabber Stringer machine maintenance operations are added by Iñigo in 
“Maintenance operations Data Storage”. Iñigo adds data as operation 
name, time to finish the operation, workdays between maintenances, 
responsibility, spare-part list, spare-part order need and maximum time 
limit of spare-part order.  

Yes 

2 Andrius could adapt the application calendar to the VS calendar and 
store these modifications in “VS Calendar Data Storage”. 

Yes 

3 The maintenance plan creator algorithm creates the operations calendar 
automatically from the “Maintenance operations Data Storage” and the 
“VS Calendar Data Storage”. The created calendar is stored in 
“Maintenance calendar Data Storage”. 

Yes 

4 Andrius can modify (operation date, need to order, alert day …) the 
scheduled calendar from the application and updated it in “Maintenance 
calendar Data Storage”. 

Yes 

5 The scheduled calendar can be monitored from the application screen at 
any time. 

Yes 

6 The application must inform Iñigo and Andrius in advance. When the 
alert day that has been configured previously arrives, an alarm is 
triggered on Iñigo and Andrius applications and an email is sent to their 
mailbox. The alert day may be related with the maximum time limit of the 
spare-parts to be ordered. 

Yes 

7 Iñigo and Andrius schedule an intervention plan. If necessary, Iñigo must 
order the spare parts to arrive for the planned date. 

No 
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Figure 38: Table of vfMaintenanceCalendar Process Description 

2.1.4.5.5 Data Sets 

Data preconfigured in the vfApp 

• List of maintenance operations and information about them in the Tabber Stringer 

• VS calendar 

Data inputs 

• Scheduled maintenance operation delays, needs to order, and alert conditions (provided by 
Andrius) 

• Last date of the maintenance operation intervention modified automatically (provided by 
vfMaintenanceCalendar) 

• Scheduled maintenance operation date when the operation is finished (provided by 
vfMaintenanceCalendar) 

Data outputs 

• Tabber Stringer maintenance calendar with each operation data as date, time to solve it, 
spare-parts… (provided by vfMaintenanceCalendar) 

• Tabber Stringer scheduled maintenance operation alarm in advance in Iñigo and Andrius 
screens (provided by vfMaintenanceCalendar) 

• Email sent to Iñigo and Andrius mailboxes in advance of schedule maintenance operation 
(provided by vfMaintenanceCalendar) 

Figure 39: Table of vfMaintenanceCalendar Data Sets 

2.1.4.5.6 vApp Performance Indicators 

Figure 40: ECOGRAI method of cost for production overtime performance indicator 

2.1.5 Data Confidentiality  

Both MASS and VS consider that they can give (for this public document) the values of the 
metrics. However, these calculations are performed with non-publishable information as 

8 Andrius finish the intervention and if the Tabber Stringer works properly 
after the intervention he modify’s scheduled maintenance operation 
status as done in the “Maintenance calendar Data Storage”. 

Yes 

9 When a scheduled maintenance operation status changes “Maintenance 
calendar Data Storage” automatically update the maintenance operation 
last intervention to current date in. This change makes the process to 
return to point 3 and recalculate the operations calendar. 

Yes 

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduction of standard PV module labour costs 

Tactical Objectives Cost for production overtime 

Operational objectives Decrease maintenance operations in critical production periods 

Decision variables Implement an algorithm to generate an efficient maintenance calendar 

Success factor A scheduled maintenance calendar 

Performance indicator Number of unrealised maintenance operations 

Formula(Payload) Number of unrealised maintenance operation in a production period of 3 
months 

As-IS value  10 maintenance operations 

To-Be (M36):  5 maintenance operations 
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they are key strategies for the company, so these values must be protected and cannot be 
included as part of the dissemination results. 

2.2 Pilot 2: Construction / Industrialisation 

2.2.1 As-Is: Analysis of the Current Situation 

CONSULGAL is one of the major Portuguese consultancy companies in the construction 
sector, providing a wide range of multi-disciplinary services to its clients in engineering 
fields particularly related to Project Management and Construction Works Supervision. 

 Business Process Model 

In the construction sector, a construction site can be considered identical to a factory or an 
industrial site. According to this definition, it is a location where workers assemble a final 
product resulting from materials processing (steel, iron, concrete, bricks, electrical and 
electronic hardware) and machines operation, using clearly defined operating procedures 
and quality control methods. The final product, in this case, is a building, a road, an airport 
or a dam. 

During a construction project, the supervisor works closely with the contractors to 
guarantee the quality of the final product. Before utilising any material in the project, each 
contractor must verify the specification of the materials with the supervisor. Based on the 
specification of the materials in the design documents, the Engineer from the contractor 
company proposes material validation to the project manager of the supervising team. The 
supervisor compares them with the project's reference specification and either approves or 
rejects them. After verification of the specification and approval by the supervisor, the 
contractor can order the materials from providers and deliver the materials to the workers 
to assemble and make the final product. The delivery process itself includes verification 
tests to ensure the quality of the delivered products matches the ordered quality and no 
damage has occurred to the materials during transportation. This construction process is 
depicted in Figure 41: As-Is Material Verification BPMN diagramFigure 41. 
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Figure 41: As-Is Material Verification BPMN diagram 

Starting a construction project includes several initial actions. The supervisor must prepare 
all the document templates related to the project. Depending on the project requirements, 
these templates include project management sheets, specifications, plans, regulations and 
any other necessary documents for starting the project. These documents will either be 
used by the supervisory team or sent to the contractor in order to be used during the 
project. This is presented in Figure 42.  
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Figure 42: Pilot 2 As-Is Project Initialization BPMN diagram 

 Key Business Issues 

The process of material verification starts when the contractor sends the specification of 
the proposed material to the supervisor and ask them for a decision. This process is 
currently performed by email which isn’t an efficient process flow and also doesn’t provide 
an efficient way to store and access all the relevant documents during a project’s lifetime. 
The supervisor compares the proposed specification with the requirements of the 
construction project and either approves or rejects the proposal. After approval and 
ordering the material, the receipt of the material also includes an acceptance test that 
replicates the same issue. The specifications of the materials must be approved by the 
supervisor to ensure the specifications of the received materials match the order. Usually, 
the specification of materials is delivered with the materials in paper. But the acceptance 
test for steel bars includes an extra manual step for identifying the specification. The bars 
contain bar markers that assist in on-site identification. These markers are used as a 
reference to find the specifications of the bars from relevant documents.  

The rejection of a product specification by the supervisor might cause a delay in the 
project schedule. Since the contractor must wait for the verifications and approval, these 
delays can slow down the entire construction project progress. This time overhead can 
increase the total project costs by several points including extra engineering hours for the 
supervisor team and delayed project delivery penalties.  

Delays can also happen due to external factors. For example, the truck that is carrying 
concrete is expected at a certain time and both contractor and supervisor plan their tasks 
according to it. If the truck gets delayed for any reason, this introduces entropy in the 
predefined plan which can lead to extra unplanned waiting times.  Furthermore, concrete 
which is one of the most important materials used in the construction is a very sensitive 
material. Therefore, a slump test is performed on the concrete as soon as the truck arrives 
at the site to assure the quality of the concrete. The rejection of a concrete truck can 
introduce a significant delay in the entire construction works, especially if the concrete is 
being applied to a large structure. 

The initialisation of a project takes a long time. The supervisory team must provide several 
templates for various documents required and the process can be tedious and time-
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consuming. Since it is not possible to start a project without these documents, this extra 
time and effort required from the supervisor can delay the beginning of the project. 

2.2.2 To-Be: Analysis of the Expected Scenarios 

 Target Business Process Models 

A rejection in the verification process can interrupt the flow of tasks planned by the 
supervisor and the contractor. CON’s main goal is to reduce the impact of time delays; this 
can be achieved by using new applications that allow a fast notification of delays and help 
to reschedule the supervision plan. By rescheduling the planned tasks, the supervisor can 
reduce the impact of the delays on the plan. 

Another source of delays is the rejection of concrete trucks. In a new process model, 
preventative actions and notifications should be included to reduce the concrete rejection 
and its associated delays. The purpose is to check consecutive slump test results to 
estimate a trend leading to a potential rejection result. The intention is to notify the producer 
when such deviation is detected in order to adjust its production process, avoiding the non-
compliance results and the rejection of the truck. 

The material verification test can be accelerated by the adoption of new communication tools 
for sharing test data and results between supervisor and contractor in order to submit, 
approve, and control the reception of materials. Furthermore, the manual data gathering for 
the acceptance test of the steel bars will be replaced by automatic specification gathering 
applications. Sharing project documents and specifications and exchanging test results 
through the new communication layer can reduce the verification time. It also helps in the 
reduction of decision-making for reschedules. After the notification, the necessary 
documents are already available and accessible, and thus the supervisor can make the 
decision and change the schedule in a shorter time. 

The validation apps will be connected through the collaborative platform. Hence the 
contractor doesn’t need to wait for the physical presence of the supervisor or an email. The 
contractor shares the specification of the material with the supervisor and sends a 
verification request. The supervisor receives the notification and compares the requested 
specifications with the project requirements and regulations. Then they approve the 
specifications through the communication layer. 

After receiving the approval from the supervisor, the contractor can order the materials from 
the provider. During the delivery, the automatic acquisition of the specifications of the 
materials facilitates and accelerates the verification process. The test results go through 
vf-OS platform to the supervisor and the approval can also be performed through the 
platform. 

This process is mapped out in Figure 43. 
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Figure 43: Pilot 2 To-Be Material Verification BPMN diagram 

The project initialisation process can be improved by reusing the templates from previous 
projects, as shown in Figure 44. A new application will be created to provide a repository 
for collecting and sharing the documents among different projects. Reusing the existing 
documents and adopting them for a new project can significantly reduce the time required 
for the supervisory team to provide the templates.  
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Figure 44: Pilot 2 To-Be Project Initialization BPMN diagram 

 Candidate Solutions 

Updating the current process and achieving the improvements provided by the To-Be 
model, requires using advanced software solutions. Figure 45 shows a comparison of the 
features required in the target model with the current situation. 

Figure 45: As-Is and To-Be scenarios comparison 

Figure 46 shows a list of candidate solutions that could be used instead of vApps to 
achieve TO-BE scenario: 

 As-Is To-Be 
Advanced communication protocols to 
machines 

 ✓ 

Direct communication (phone, mail, …) 
channels 

✓  

Collaborative environment  ✓ 

Cloud platform ✓ ✓ 

Security ✓ ✓ 

Automatic notification  ✓ 

Advanced data monitoring  ✓ 

Storage of high amount of data (Time 
series data storage) 

 ✓ 

Predictive analysis (Data analytics)  ✓ 

Machine health traceability (Relational 
data storage) 

 ✓ 

Remote assistance  ✓ 

Communication protocols to several 
enterprise software (ERP, Excel, …) 

 ✓ 

Remote data access ✓ ✓ 

On-Site test  ✓ 

Automatic Identification  ✓ 
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Figure 46: Table of Pilot 2 Candidate Solutions 

Even though the candidate solutions can solve many issues of the current model, there 
are a few considerable benefits in using facilities provided by vf-OS platform and the 
vApps that will be developed on this platform. First, none of the available solutions 
completely covers all the needs of the business process improvement. This requires 
developing some custom applications or customising current solutions for the 
requirements of the process. Furthermore, potential feature improvements might require 
more customisations or development. In this case, vf-OS platform can help in developing 
new applications cheaper and faster. It not only provides fast application development but 
also facilitates the customisation of existing vApps. 

Second, most of the current software solutions in the construction industry are designed 
for office or laboratory usage. The target business process model requires applications 
that can be used on the construction site as well. This requires designing new applications 
considering the new business process, task flows, and on-site usage.  

Third, vf-OS platform provides collaborative work and a high level of coordination between 
all partners in a construction project including supervisor, contractors and providers 

2.2.3 Expected Impact 

vf-OS project can help this use case by: 

• Decreasing the long lead-times needed for the establishment of each construction 
project by allowing the reuse of previous projects configuration. This will be 
performed through the identification of resources, definition of the intra/inter-site 
information flows, setting up control methods, defining requirements for resources 
and archives by allowing the reuse of previous projects configuration 

• Acting towards decreasing the missed understanding of the quality characteristics of 
a constructed product due to the dispersion and heterogeneity of the resources, 
processes, and data. Moreover, it will enable the cross-reference between quality 
control data of materials used in the same construction process 

• Decreasing the high need for human resources presence for processes control, 
allowing decisions to be made remotely and efficiently manage the allocation of 
human resources to those controls that absolutely require their presence 

Candidate Solution Description 
Cloud Storage Cloud storage is a model of data storage in which the digital data is 

stored in logical pools that provides sharing facilities for the users while 
the physical storage can distribute in multiple servers. This model 
provides access through to the project data for all project partners. 

Document Management 
System (DMS) 

A document management system is a system used to track, manage 
and store documents and reduce paper. They can keep a record of the 
various versions created and modified by different users 

Construction Verification 
Software (CVS) 

A construction verification system allows to identify out-of-tolerance or 
poorly constructed work during the construction process. These 
software products compare the design to the as-built condition and 
analyse the differences between them. 

Construction Materials 
Testing (CMT) 

Construction materials testing apps allow to collect data in the field 
using tablet or smartphone, schedule lab tests and review the test 
results. By providing the facility of entering data at the field, these 
software tools provide help to save time and costs while increasing the 
test accuracy.    
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• Reducing complexity in the interaction between multi-site construction projects with 
severe interoperability problems in the networked environment in terms of data and 
resource exchanges 

 Key Business Metrics 

Error! Reference source not found. shows the key business metrics and expected 
improvements that CON wants to achieve with the implementation of vApps. 

Figure 47: Table of Pilot 2 Key Business Metrics 

By updating the business processes from the “As-Is” situations to the “To-Be” using the vf-
OS platform and ensuring improvements in all the metrics are expected. Reducing the time 
spent by the supervising team will result in decreasing its costs. Time reduction can be 
considered as the financial impact of improving the business model. In this case, the cost 
saving values have a direct relationship with time-saving. For example, since the 
supervising operational costs are the wages paid to the supervising team, by reducing 
33% in supervising operational time the operational costs of supervising should be 
decreased by the same amount. The financial profit of time-saving depends on the size 
and the budget of the construction project. 

2.2.4 vApps 

 vfDocumentPortal (vfApp P21) 

2.2.4.1.1 Objective 

The aim of the vfDocumentPortal is to provide tools to edit, store and access all the 
relevant documentation regarding the construction site lifetime operations. This App will 
allow CONSULGAL to manage all the documentation of a construction contract and to 
provide an easy to use web-based tool to his partners to access necessary 
documentation. The vfDocumentPortal will manage not only editable templates from CON, 
but also external documents, which can be stored by means of a picture file. 

2.2.4.1.2 Actors 

Metric User Description Current 
Value 

Target Value 

Supervising 
operational costs 

CON Operational costs of the 
engineering services 
provided by the Supervisor  

6 hours / 
Request 

4 hours / 
Request 

Project initialisation 
costs 

CON The overhead cost of 
supervisory team in 
initialising a new project 

10 hours / 
Project 

8 hours / Project 

Decision-making 
time 

CON Average time for a 
supervisor to decide on a 
specific action 

20% of action 
time (from 
notification to 
the solution) 

15% of action 
time 

Name Role From 
José Supervisor (Con-Spv) CON 
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Figure 48: Table of vfDocumentPortal Actors 

2.2.4.1.3 Process Schema 

 

Figure 49: vfDocumentPortal Schema 

2.2.4.1.4 Process Description 

Marco Contractor (Ext-Cnt) EXT 

# Description Covered 
by vf-OS 

1 José (Con-Spr) uses vfDocumentPortal to create a new project database 
when a new project starts. 

Yes 

2 José (Con-Spr) defines the access privileges for the different users, 
Client, Supervisor, and Contractor 

Yes 

3 José (Con-Spr) selects which documents will be CONSULGAL templates 
and which will be contractor templates 

Yes 

4 vfDocumentPortal creates the new project database in accordance with 
the provided specifications 

Yes 

5 vfDocumentPortal populates the new project database with the 
CONSULGAL templates selected by José (Con-Spr) 

Yes 

6 José (Con-Spr) or Marco (Ext-Ctr) will select which new document they 
want to create 

Yes 

7 If the new document is a CONSULGAL template vfDocumentPortal will 
open the selected document template for edition 

Yes 

8 If the new document is a contractor template, the vfDocumentPortal will 
open a new document window for upload and review (image or text) 

Yes 
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Figure 50: Table of vfDocumentPortal Process Description 

2.2.4.1.5 Data Sets 

Data preconfigured in the vfApp 

• CON document templates repository 

Data inputs 

• CON template document production 

• Direct vfOnSiteManager use by Marco to take necessary pictures of contractor documents 

• Scanned contractor documents 

Data outputs 

• Finished CON template documents 

Figure 51: Table of vfDocumentPortal Data Sets 

2.2.4.1.6 vApp Performance Indicators 

Figure 52: ECOGRAI method of reduction of current data access time performance 
indicator 

9 After document edition/upload vfDocumentPortal stores it in project 
database 

Yes 

10 vfDocumentPortal will ask if Jose or Marco wants to print new document Yes 

11 Jose or Marco creates new search in vfDocumentPortal Yes 

12 Jose or Marco can choose the object of his search, document, process, 
date, or others 

Yes 

13 vfDocumentPortal will query the database for the requested information Yes 

14 vfDocumentPortal will show listed results from query to the database Yes 

15 Jose or Marco can choose desired document to open it in read only 
mode 

Yes 

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduction of supervising operational costs 

Reduction of Decision-making time 

Tactical Objectives Reduction of time spent on accessing current construction project data 

Operational objectives Reduce time spent to access the information 

Decision variables Implement document sharing portal  

Success factor Access all the relevant documentation regarding the construction site lifetime 
operations 

Performance indicator Average access time 

Formula(Payload) Average document access time to access 5 documents in a project 

As-IS value  15 Minutes 

To-Be (M36):  2 Minutes 

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduction of project initialisation costs 

Tactical Objectives Reduction of time spent on accessing historical construction project data 

Operational objectives Reduce time spent to access the information 

Decision variables Implement document sharing portal  

Success factor Access all the relevant documentation regarding the construction site lifetime 
operations 
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Figure 53: ECOGRAI method of reduction of historical data access time performance 
indicator 

Figure 54: ECOGRAI method of reduction of document creation time performance 
indicator vfSteelValidation (vfApp P22) 

 vfSteelValidation (vfApp P22) 

2.2.4.2.1 Objective 
The aim of the vfSteelValidation is to provide tools identify received steel bars at the 
worksite and validate them. This tool will speed up the reception of steel bars allowing the 
supervisor to have more time for other crucial activities. By using a camera and the 
processing capabilities of the new technologies this app can do this time-consuming task 
faster and with more accuracy.  

Performance indicator Average access time 

Formula(Payload) Average document access time to access 5 documents in a project 

As-IS value  30 Minutes 

To-Be (M36):  5 Minutes 

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduction of Project initialisation costs 

Tactical Objectives Reduction of time spent on the creation of construction work supervision project 

Operational objectives Reduce average time for initialising the project documents 

Decision variables Implement document sharing portal  

Success factor Compiling the relevant documents based on previous projects  

Performance indicator Average project templates setting up time 

Formula(Payload) Average project templates setting up time 

As-IS value  3 hours 

To-Be (M36):  2 hours 
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2.2.4.2.2 Actors 

Figure 55: Table of vfSteelValidation Actors 

2.2.4.2.3 Process Schema 

 

Figure 56: vfSteelValidation Process Schema 

2.2.4.2.4 Process Description 

Figure 57: Table of vfSteelValidation Process Description  

Name Role From 
José Supervisor (Con-Spv) CON 

Marco Contractor (Ext-Cnt) EXT 

# Description Covered 
by vf-OS 

1 Steel bar delivery truck arrives at construction site No 

2 Using vfSteelValidation in his tablet/phone Marco (Ext-Ctr) takes picture 
of transport document 

Yes 

3 Using vfSteelValidation in his tablet/phone Marco (Ext-Ctr) takes picture 
of steel bar ID tag 

Yes 

4 Contractor workers take a sample to test for compliance No 

5 Using vfSteelValidation in his tablet/phone Marco (Ext-Ctr) takes picture 
of steel bar sample ID markings 

Yes 

6 vfSteelValidation Identifies the ID markings pattern Yes 

7 vfSteelValidation translate the markings Yes 

8 vfSteelValidation compares results with transport document and ID tag Yes 

9 vfSteelValidation presents report with all information to José (Con-Spr) 
for approval 

Yes 

10 José (Con-Spr) decides about the report approval Yes 

11 vfSteelValidation saves report Yes 
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2.2.4.2.5 Data Sets 

Data preconfigured in the vfApp 

• Translation algorithm 

• Identification algorithm 

Data inputs 

• Direct vfOnSiteManager use by Marco to take necessary pictures 

Data outputs 

• Steel compliance report (generated by the vfConcreteFeedback) 

Figure 58: Table of vfSteelValidation Data Sets 

2.2.4.2.6 vApp Performance Indicators 

Figure 59: ECOGRAI method of reduction of Steel verification time performance indicator 

 vfOnSiteManager (vfApp P23) 

2.2.4.3.1 Objective 

The objective of vfOnSiteManager is to allow the Contractor to report delays that might 
impact the supervisor schedule regarding the construction site, to inform the Supervisor of 
these delays and assist them in the rescheduling of their supervision plan. The reported 
delay can have two different contexts: Internal and external to the construction site. The 
Supervisor will use the vfOnSiteManager app to define the impact level of delays on his 
schedule and re-plan accordingly. 

2.2.4.3.2 Actors 

Figure 60: Table of vfOnSiteManager Actors 

 

2.2.4.3.3 Process Schema 

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduction of Supervising operational costs 

Tactical Objectives Reduction of time spent on identifying steel ratio 

Operational objectives Reduction of the time required for identification and validation of steel bars 

Decision variables Implement steel validation  

Success factor identification of steel bars and validate them 

Performance indicator Average steel validation time 

Formula(Payload) Average steel validation time for 5 bars 

As-IS value  10 Minutes 

To-Be (M36):  3 Minutes 

Name Role From 
José Supervisor (Con-Spv) CON 

Porcim Concrete Plant (Ext-CP) EXT 

Antonio Truck Driver (Ext-TD) EXT 

Marco Contractor (Ext-Cnt) EXT 
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Figure 61: vfOnSiteManager Process Schema 

2.2.4.3.4 Process Description 

Figure 62: Table of vfOnSiteManager Process Description 

2.2.4.3.5 Data Sets 

# Description Covered 
by vf-OS 

1a Antonio (Ext-TD), uses the vfOnSiteManager to report a delay in route to 
the construction site to Porcim (Ext-CP). 

No 

1b Porcim (Ext-CP) reports this delay to Marco (Ext-Cnt). No 

2 Marco (Ext-Cnt), reports a delay in the vfOnSiteManager , due to the late 
arrival of the concrete truck to the construction site or any other delay 
that occurs in the site  

Yes 

3 The delay is automatically registered by the vfOnSiteManager which 
creates an alarm 

Yes 

4 The alarm is communicated to José (Con-Spv) through the vApp Yes 

5 José (Con-Spv) analyses the delay and decides what impact it has on his 
supervision schedule. 

Yes 

6 If impact is greater than the predefined threshold, then vfOnSiteManager 
shows personal plan to José (Con-Spv) for changes 

Yes 

7 José (Con-Spv) makes the necessary changes to his personal plan Yes 

8 José (con-Spv) notifies Porcim (Ext-CP) and Marco (Ext-Cnt) of changes Yes 
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Data preconfigured in the vfApp 

• List of delay types 

• List of impact levels 

• Supervisor personal schedule 

Data inputs 

• Direct vfOnSiteManager use by Marco for delay input 

• Delay vfOnSiteManager use by José to define impact 

Data outputs 

• Updated personal schedule (generated by vfOnSiteManager and José) 

• Alarm to José (generated by the vApp) 

Figure 63: Table of vfOnSiteManager Data Sets 

2.2.4.3.6 vApp Performance Indicators 

Figure 64: ECOGRAI method of reduction of rescheduling time performance indicator 

Figure 65: ECOGRAI method of delay report for reduction of rescheduling time 
performance indicator 

 vfConcreteFeedback (vfApp P24) 

2.2.4.4.1 Objective 
vfConcreteFeedback aims at providing feedback to Porcim, the Concrete Plant(Ext-CP), 
from the construction site, of the results of the on-site concrete tests. With the definition of 
thresholds for key values the vApp will be able to generate warnings for the Concrete Plant 
to improve the production before the concrete is rejected in the construction site. 

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduction of Decision-making time 

Tactical Objectives Reduction of the time spent on rescheduling when delays or failures occur 

Operational objectives Help in rescheduling 

Decision variables Implement re-planer assistant 

Success factor Reduce mean rescheduling time  

Performance indicator Mean rescheduling time 

Formula(Payload) Mean rescheduling time for 3 reschedules 

As-IS value  10 Minutes 

To-Be (M36):  5 Minutes 

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduction of supervising operational costs 

Tactical Objectives Reduction of the time spent on rescheduling when delays or failures occur 

Operational objectives Report delays that might impact the supervisor schedule and help them in 
rescheduling 

Decision variables Implement re-planer assistant 

Success factor Reduce mean rescheduling time  

Performance indicator Mean rescheduling time 

Formula(Payload) Mean rescheduling time 

As-IS value  10 Minutes 

To-Be (M36):  5 Minutes 
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2.2.4.4.2 Actors 

Figure 66: Table of vfConcreteFeedback Actors 

2.2.4.4.3 Process Schema  

 

Figure 67: vfConcreteFeedback Process Schema 

2.2.4.4.4 Process Description 

Figure 68: Table of vfConcreteFeedback Process Description 

2.2.4.4.5 Data Sets 

Data preconfigured in the vfApp 

• Threshold definition 

Data inputs 

• Direct vfOnSiteManager use by José for test results input 

Data outputs 

Name Role From 
José Supervisor (Con-Spv) CON 

Porcim Concrete Plant (Ext-CP) EXT 

Marco Contractor (Ext-Cnt) EXT 

# Description Covered 
by vf-OS 

1 Concrete truck arrives at construction site No 

2 Contractor workers take a sample to test its compliance No 

3 If compliant, concrete is accepted No 

4 If not compliant, the result is used to recalculate threshold Yes 

5 Test values are communicated to Marco (Ext-Cnt) and José (Con-Spv) 
using the FITMAN App 

No 

6 José (Con-Sup) inserts values in vfConcreteFeedback Yes 

7 vfConcreteFeedback compares values with current threshold Yes 

8 If values are below threshold a warning is sent to Porcim (Ext-CP) Yes 
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• Alarm to Porcin (generated by the vfConcreteFeedback) 

Figure 69: Table of vfConcreteFeedback Data Sets 

2.2.4.4.6 vApp Performance Indicators 

Figure 70: ECOGRAI method of reduction of concrete rejection performance indicator 

 vfProductValidation (vfApp P25) 

2.2.4.5.1 Objective 

The aim of the vfProductValidation is to provide tools to submit, approve, and control the 
receipt of construction products to the worksite and their validation. The Supervisor has to 
approve all the requests for the acquisition of any product to be installed in the structure 
being constructed, as well as validate that the product complies with all regulation. This 
vApp will manage the process of buying products (request, buy, validate) through the 
exchange of the required official documents between the stakeholders. 

2.2.4.5.2 Actors 

Figure 71: Table of vfProductValidation Actors  

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduction of Supervising operational costs 

Tactical Objectives Slump test result variability 

Operational objectives Prevent concrete rejection  

Decision variables Implement concrete rejection prediction 

Success factor Predict a rejection  

Performance indicator Number of concrete rejections 

Formula(Payload) Percentage of rejected concrete trucks 

As-IS value  10% 

To-Be (M36):  2% 

Name Role From 
José Supervisor (Con-Spv) CON 

Marco Contractor (Ext-Cnt) EXT 
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2.2.4.5.3 Process Schema 

 

Figure 72: vfProductValidation Schema 

2.2.4.5.4 Process Description 

Figure 73: Table of vfProductValidation Process Description 

2.2.4.5.5 Data Sets 

# Description Covered 
by vf-OS 

1 Marco (Ext-Ctr) sends a “Pedido de Aprovação de Produto” (Product 
Approval Request) (PAP) to José (Con-Spr) for approval 

Yes 

2 José (Con-Spr) sends approved/refused PAP back to Marco (Ext-Ctr) Yes 

3a If approved, Marco (Ext-Ctr) makes the purchase of the products No 

3b If refused, Marco (Ext-Ctr) changes products according to the rules and 
resends PAP 

No 

4 When products arrive to Construction site, Marco (Ext-Ctr) checks for 
compliance with Shipping Manifest 

No 

5 If compliant, Marco (Ext-Ctr) fills a “Recepção de Materiais e 
Equipamentos” (Reception of Materials and Equipment) (RME) form and 
attaches the Shipping Manifest and sends it to José (Con-Spr) 

Yes 

6 José (Con-Spr) check for conformity of the Product  Yes/No 

7 José (Con-Spr) approves/refuses the Product and informs Marco (Ext-
Ctr) through the RME 

Yes 

8a If approved, Marco (Ext-Ctr) stores Product in Construction Site No 

8b If refused, Marco (Ext-Ctr) returns product to supplier and request for a 
compliant replacement. 

No 
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Data preconfigured in the vfApp 

• “Pedido de Aprovação de Produto” (Product Approval Request) document template 

• “Recepção de Materiais e Equipamentos” (Reception of Materials and Equipment) document 
template 

Data inputs 

• “Pedido de Aprovação de Produto” (Product Approval Request) document mandatory fields 

• “Recepção de Materiais e Equipamento” (Reception of Materials and Equipment) document 
mandatory fields 

Data outputs 

• “Pedido de Aprovação de Produto” (Product Approval Request) finished document 

• “Recepção de Materiais e Equipamentos” (Reception of Materials and Equipment) finished 
document 

Figure 74: Table of vfProductValidation Data Sets 

2.2.4.5.6 vApp Performance Indicators 

Figure 75: ECOGRAI method of reduction of data exchange time performance indicator 

2.2.5 Data Confidentiality 

The costs of the supervising team include the salary that is paid per hour to the members 
of the team which is confidential information that must be protected and cannot be 
included as part of the dissemination results. Therefore, the impacts are reported in the 
form of operational time that has a direct relationship with operational cost. 

2.3 Pilot 3: Manufacturing Assembly/Collaboration 

2.3.1 As-Is: Analysis of the Current Situation 

Applications Plastiques Du Rhone - APR (www.apr-plastiques.fr) is a French SME located 
in Saint Symphorien d'Ozon (Rhône, France) specialised in plastic manufacturing and 
transformation, and TARDY SAS - TARDY (www.tardy.fr) is a French SME located in La 
Grand-Croix (La Loire, France) specialised in metal manufacturing. Both companies have a 
significant expertise in engineering and transforming plastic and metal, respectively, parts 
using several technologies. The proposed use cases aim to accelerate and maintain the 
collaboration channels between a network of collaborative SMEs in two complementary 
business domains: Plastic and metal. 

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduction of supervising operational costs 

Tactical Objectives Reduction of time spent on data exchange between stakeholders in the product 
acquisition process ratio 

Operational objectives Reduction of the time required for verifying the product request 

Decision variables Implement product request validation 

Success factor Reduce time from the request to approval 

Performance indicator Approval time for unforeseen requests 

Formula(Payload) Mean approval time on 10 requests 

As-IS value  20 Minutes 

To-Be (M36):  10 Minutes 
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 Business Process Model 

APR and TARDY are both partners and work jointly on several products. Currently, clients 
send product requests to APR or TARDY in the form of CAD/PDF files. Then, the chosen 
company decomposes all the project’s features (parts, dimensions, type of surface, type of 
raw material, etc.) in order to understand customer needs, to verify the feasibility of the 
product and to determine the relevance of the business opportunity in terms of ROI.  

After the decomposition and if there is a need for subcontracting (especially for multi-
physical and complex products), the two companies will carry out a succession of 
negotiations, explore several ways to reach the client’s requirements and submit their best 
offer to the client, as show in Figure 76. Since each company have their own defined prices, 
delivery times and supply policies, the negotiations last a long time before consolidating a 
common decision. When the client accepts the offer, the (co-)production starts. 
Manufacturing orders are separately supervised in APR and TARDY. The workshops are in 
an active communication in order to detect and anticipate any issues that could be generated 
by the collaborative ecosystem. On top of all this coordination, significant effort is spent on 
quality control in order to ensure technical commitments and avoid any deviance. 

This process is depicted in Figure 76. 

 

Figure 76: As-Is BPMN diagram 

 Key Business Issues 

The key areas which need to be addressed are: 
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• Difficulty to detect the most appropriate business collaboration opportunities among 
common customer projects. Starting from a CAD description of customer projects, the 
companies’ consortium needs to quickly detect the set of projects that they are 
confident to produce after industrialisation 

• Absence of a common commitment system for collaborative customer projects. Each 
partner signs specific contracts with their customers and only later deal with the 
constraints generated when trying to subcontract some parts of the final product 

• Lack of reactive tools and mechanisms that help with the tracking and estimation of 
the convergence of manufacturing order operations compared with customer 
commitments among the collaborative shop-floors. In the collaborative manufacturing 
between two separate shop-floors, problems are usually detected too late. It is 
necessary to first collect, aggregate, and analyse production data, then to identify the 
problem and afterwards to fetch more data to fix the source of the problem 

• Difficulty to predict future production flaws in order to anticipate schedule deviations 
or any problems related to the final product 

 

2.3.2 To-Be: Analysis of the Expected Scenarios 

 Target Business Process Models 

vf-OS project will support the third use case from APR and TARDY in: 

• Accelerating the industrialisation capabilities of the consortium when classifying 
customer projects according to the capabilities of both partners and the expected 
ROI from the project 

• Monitoring the evolution of production operations through both shop-floors in order to 
anticipate quality problems, additional delays, missed production quantities etc 

• Maintaining the customer commitments and resolving detected problems through the 
exploitation of both partners’ data 

See Figure 77 below 
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Figure 77: To-Be BPMN diagram 

 Candidate Solutions 

As show in Figure 78 the gap between the As-Is and To-Be has been summarised in terms 
of functionalities: 

 As-Is To-Be 

Communication protocols to several enterprise software 
(ERP, Excel, …) 

  ✓ 

Collaborative environment   ✓ 

Security ✓ ✓ 

Automatic notification   ✓ 

Advanced data monitoring   ✓ 

Big Data capacity   ✓ 

Data analytics (Project ranking)   ✓ 

CAD file decomposition   ✓ 

Production data validation   ✓ 

Production sequence coherence validation   ✓ 

Support for collaborative planning synchronisation (report 
generation) 

  
✓ 

Advanced communication protocols to machines   ✓ 

Communication with sensors   ✓ 

Event analyse   ✓ 

Recommendation report generation   ✓ 

Retrieves production elements ✓ ✓ 

Retrieves an estimation of product geometric quality   ✓ 

Analyses the production orders ✓ ✓ 

Notifies production managers   ✓ 

Generates a short priority list of impacted orders   ✓ 
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Generates list of recommendations   ✓ 

Figure 78: As-Is and To-Be scenarios comparison 

In order to achieve this process evolution and reach objectives some existing solutions 
have been evaluated. 

Figure 79 lists the different candidate solutions for the To-Be scenario: 

Figure 79: Pilot 3 Candidate Solutions 

2.3.3 Expected Impact 

vf-OS project will support the third use case from APR and TARDY in: 

• Providing a common access point for common customers in order to submit, track, 
and monitor project engineering and production evolution 

• Accelerating the industrialisation capabilities of the consortium when classifying 
customer projects according to the capabilities of both partners and the expected 
ROI from the project 

• Monitoring the evolution of production operations through both shop-floors in order to 
anticipate quality problems, additional delays, missed production quantities etc 

• Maintaining the respect of customer commitments and resolving detected problems 
through the exploitation of both partners’ data 

 
Following the DOA, the expected impact is described as follows: 

• 10% reduction of time to identify the typology of rejected projects 

• 7% decrease to additional delays in the delivery of complex products 

• 35% reduction of time to confirm project acceptance for treatment 

• 25% reduction of the number of inter-sites bottlenecks in manufacturing  

• 10% decrease in the global cost (manufacturing + logistic) of multi-site products 

Candidate Solution Description 
ERP Enterprise resource planning (ERP) is business process management 

software that allows an organisation to use a system of integrated 
applications to manage the business and automate many back-office 
functions related to technology, services and human resources. ERP 
software typically integrates all facets of an operation — including 
product planning, development, manufacturing, sales and marketing in 
a single database, application, and user interface. 

MES MES (manufacturing execution system) is the comprehensive system 
that controls all the activities occurring on the shop floor. It begins with 
all the various orders from customers, the MRP system, the master 
schedule, and other planning sources; and then builds the products in 
the most effective, low cost, expedient, and high- quality way possible. 
A comparative example occurs in the construction business where the 
construction team (MES) builds a tower from the architectural plans 
(inputs from MRP, Master schedule, etc.) 

Talend Talend offers robust enterprise data integration software in an open, 
scalable architecture to respond faster to business requests. Talend 
provides the unified tools to develop and deploy data integration jobs. 

Informatica Informatica discovers, access, integrates, and delivers all trusted 
critical data, at any speed, batch or streaming, reliably and at scale, to 
fuel advanced analytics and critical operations. 
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 Key Business Metrics 

Figure 80 list the key business metrics APR and TARDY want to improve with the use of 
vApps. 

Figure 80: Table of Key Business Metrics current and target values  

2.3.4 vApps 

 vfCollaborationAnalyzer (vfApp P31) 

2.3.4.1.1 Objective 

vfCollaborationAnalyzer aims to evaluate the capacity of the consortium (APR and 
TARDY) to industrialise products from common customer projects. This evaluation is in the 
form of a classification of the business opportunity (ie Mandatory, High ROI, nice to have, 
or not relevant) and results from the analysis of the STEP file, customer project details and 
the two companies' data. 

2.3.4.1.2 Actors 
 

Figure 81: Table of vfCollaborationAnalyzer Actors 

2.3.4.1.3 Process Schema 

Metric User Description Current Value Target Value 

Project quotation 
costs 

APR/ 
TARDY 

Costs of the administrative 
effort provided by APR during 
the whole project quotation 
process. 

155 €/project 114.2 €/project 

Manufacturing 
process costs 

APR/ 
TARDY 

Addition of the time spent on 
no-added value tasks such as: 
technical data validation, 
production data validation, 
disruptive event treatment on 
production line, etc. 

341 €/project 200.37 €/project 

Post-production costs APR/ 
TARDY 

Costs generated by 
nonconformity events after the 
production and transport fees 

2000 €/year 1000 €/year 

Name Role From 
Pascal Customer EXT 

Erwan Product business manager APR 

Calogero Product business manager TARDY 
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Figure 82: vfCollaborationAnalyzer Schema 

2.3.4.1.4 Process Description 

Figure 83: Table of vfCollaborationAnalyzer Process Description 

2.3.4.1.5 Data Sets 

Data preconfigured in the vfApp 

• Ranking categories (Mandatory, high ROI, Nice to have, not relevant)  

• Known project typologies (e.g. round parts, flat part, etc.) 

• Access to the ERP database 

# Description Covered 
by vf-OS 

1 Pascal submit his project to vfCollaborationAnalyzer. Yes 

2 vfCollaborationAnalyzer decompose the project in “features” based on 
CAD file from. 

No 

3 Feature analytic service will provide project classification and ranking 
based on existing BigData infrastructure (under development by the APR 
& TARDY). 

Yes 

4 vfCollaborationAnalyzer generates an internal ranking report Yes 

5 vfCollaborationAnalyzer send a notification to Erwan and Calogero to let 
them know the ranking report is available. 

Yes 

6 Erwan and Calogero receive the notification Yes 

7 Erwan and Calogero accept or decline the project Yes 

8 vfCollaborationAnalyzer consolidates the decisions coming from both 
partners 

Yes 

9 If the project is accepted by both partner, the project is sent to the 
quotation process 

No 

1 

2 3 4 5 

6 7 

7 6 

8 

9 

9 
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Data inputs 

• Project specification (STEP files) 

• Additional contracting details: Delay, quantity, collaboration conditions, quality control process 
etc 

• Sales rules from both partners: Correlation between contracting details. 

Data outputs 

• Project classification 

• External reports for the customer (project rejection and quotation) 

Figure 84: Table of vfCollaborationAnalyzer Data Sets 

2.3.4.1.6 vApp Performance Indicators 

Figure 85: ECOGRAI method of acceptance delay for customer project performance 
indicator 

  

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduce project quotation costs 

Tactical Objectives Optimize the delay of customer quote treatment 

Operational objectives Reduce the delay of project acceptance (without disturbing the process quality) 

Decision variables Implement vfCollaborationAnalyzer 

Success factor Standardize the process of quote acceptance 

Performance indicator Time spent on confirming project acceptance for processing (hours) 

Formula(Payload) Date of project acceptance - Date of project reception on 1 month period 

As-Is value 24 hours (3 business days) 

To-Be value 16 hours 
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Figure 86: ECOGRAI method of “to be rejected” project identification performance 
indicator 

 vfIndusEnabler (vfApp P32) 

2.3.4.2.1 Objective 

vfIndusEnabler has as objective to provide support to the industrialisation teams from the 
consortium (APR and TARDY). The application is designed to provide a way to control data 
at the industrialisation step on two levels. The first level of control will ensure data coming 
from the customer comparison to the initial quotation for both industrial partners. The second 
level will validate technical data integrated in ERP systems (APR and TARDY) before orders 
are created. 

2.3.4.2.2 Actors 

Figure 87: Table of vfIndusEnabler Actors  

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduce project quotation costs 

Tactical Objectives Optimize the delay of customer quote treatment 

Operational objectives Reduce the delay of project acceptance (without disturbing the process quality) 

Decision variables Implement vfCollaborationAnalyzer 

Success factor Standardize the process of quote acceptance 

Performance indicator Time spent on identifying the typology of rejected projects (hours) 

Formula(Payload) Time of project rejection -Time of project reception on a 1-month period  

As-Is value 4 hours 

To-Be value 2 hours 

Name Role From 
Pascal Customer EXT 

Aurélie Sales admin APR 

Calogero Sales admin TARDY 

Lionel Industrialisation manager APR 

Yannick Industrialisation manager TARDY 
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2.3.4.2.3 Process Schema 

 

Figure 88: vfIndusEnabler Schema 

2.3.4.2.4 Process Description 

Figure 89: Table of vfIndusEnabler Process Description 

2.3.4.2.5 Data Sets 

Data preconfigured in the vfApp 

• Required data from customer to submit an order (Product reference, product version, 
quantity, price, expected delays) 

• Quotation data in the ERP systems 

• Technical data in the ERP systems 

Data inputs 

• Customer order 

# Description Covered 
by vf-OS 

1 Pascal submits his order to vfIndusEnabler. Yes 

2 vfIndusEnabler compare order data (product reference, version, quantity, 
price, delays) with quotation data. 

Yes 

3 If there are differences then vfIndusEnabler analyse their impact on the 
ROI of the project and the delivery delays. 

Yes 

4 If the analysed impact is strong and deserves to be considered, then the 
project is sent back to the quotation process. 

Yes 

5 Lionel and Yannick have to validate technical data in their ERP systems. No 

6 vfIndusEnabler analyse technical data from ERP systems. Yes 

7 Aurélie and Calogero create orders in their ERP systems. No 

1 

2 3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
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Data outputs 

• Quotation process demand 

• Order in ERP system 

Figure 90: Table of vfIndusEnabler Data Sets 

2.3.4.2.6 vApp Performance Indicators 

Figure 91: ECOGRAI method of customer order treatment performance indicator 

 vfProductionPlanner (vfApp P33) 

2.3.4.3.1 Objective 

vfProductionPlanner aims to coordinate the production sequence among two industrial 
workshops and ensure coherence on the production lines. The application will fetch 
production data from the two industrial teams and verify production flow. If there are any 
issues during the verification, the application will be able to generate and notify production 
adjustments to the production planner of each company thanks to a detailed report. Thus, 
vfProductionPlanner brings a first key step in the support of the collaborative process by 
acting as a control layer. 

2.3.4.3.2 Actors 

Figure 92: Table of vfProductionPlanner Actor  

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduce manufacturing process costs 

Tactical Objectives Optimise the delay of customer order treatment 

Operational objectives Reduce the delay of order treatment 

Decision variables Use vApp P32 vfIndusEnabler 

Success factor Standardise industrialisation process validation 

Performance indicator Time spent on data validation during the order treatment on a 1 month 
period 

Formula(Payload) Date of order creation in ERP - Date of customer order reception 

As-Is value 16 hours (2 business days) 

To-Be value 8 hours (1 business days) 

Name Role From 
Serge Production Planner APR 

Serge Production Planner TARDY 
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2.3.4.3.3 Process Schema 

 

Figure 93: vfProductionPlanner Schema 

2.3.4.3.4 Process Description 

Figure 94: vfProductionPlanner Process Description 

2.3.4.3.5 Data Sets 

Data preconfigured in the vfApp 

• None 

Data inputs 

• Production data from APR and TARDY ERPs: Manufacturing orders, purchase orders 

Data outputs 

• Production adjustments proposal report 

# Description Covered 
by vf-OS 

1 vfProductionPlanner loads production data from APR and TARDY ERP. 
Production data are: created manufacturing orders and purchase orders. 

Yes 

2 vfProductionPlanner verify the production the coherence between 
fetched production data thanks to the dates. 

Yes 

3 If incoherences are detected (such as manufacturing orders overlapping), 
vfProductionTracker generate and proposed sequence adjustment. 

Yes 

4 Serge (APR) or Serge (TARDY) receives the sequence adjustments 
proposal. 

Yes 

5 Serge (APR) or Serge (TARDY) can update (manually in ERP system) 
the manufacturing orders. 

No 

 

1 2 
3 

4 

4 

5 

5 
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Figure 95: Table of vfProductionPlanner Data Sets 

2.3.4.3.6 vApp Performance Indicators 

Figure 96: ECOGRAI method of co- planning time performance indicator  

 vfQualityInsurance (vfApp P34) 

2.3.4.4.1 Objective 

vfQualityInsurance follows the ongoing production and analyses all aspects of the 
production environment such as the machines, users and products in order to detect 
problems that could occur during manufacturing operations. vfQualityInsurance will 
generate actions (iee: machine shutdown), reports and suggestions based on the detected 
anomalies. All the gathered information will help the production managers, from APR and 
TARDY, ensuring a suitable reaction that respects customer expectations. 

2.3.4.4.2 Actors 

Figure 97: Table of vfQualityInsurance Actors  

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduce manufacturing process costs 

Tactical Objectives Optimise collaborative manufacturing planning 

Operational objectives Reduce time spent on production planning 

Decision variables Use vApp P33 vfProductionPlanner 

Success factor Standardise production planning process 

Performance indicator Time spent on production co- planning per project 

Formula(Payload) Time of new MO planning - Time of new MO creation 

As-Is value 2 hours 

To-Be value 1 hour 

Name Role From 
Eddy Production manager APR 

Serge Production manager TARDY 
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2.3.4.4.3 Process Schema 

 

Figure 98: vfQualityInsurance Schem 

2.3.4.4.4 Process Description 

Figure 99: Table of vfQualityInsurance Process Description 

2.3.4.4.5 Data Sets 

Data preconfigured in the vfApp 

• Type of data collected from sensors 

• Machine shutdown protocols 

• Range of possible actions 

Data inputs 

• Collected data from sensors 

Data outputs 

• Defect events 

• Recommendations report 

• Notifications from the app to production managers 

# Description Covered 
by vf- OS 

1 vfQualityInsurance collects and analyse data from sensors deployed on 
the machine 

Yes 

2 From the data, vfQualityInsurance generates a specific event depending 
on the type of the problem. 

Yes 

3a If it’s a product quality problem, vfQualityInsurance evaluates the level of 
the problem and the cost of shutting down the machine.  

Yes 

3b If the shutdown is required, the protocol is started and vfQualityInsurance 
generates a report including some recommendations. 

Yes 

3c If the shutdown is too expensive, vfQualityInsurance generates a report 
including some recommendations and notify the production manager. 

Yes 

4 If it’s a user or machine problem the protocol of shutting down the 
machine is started and vfQualityInsurance generates a report including 
some recommendations. 

Yes 
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Figure 100: Table of vfQualityInsurance Data Sets 

2.3.4.4.6 vApp Performance Indicators 

Figure 101: ECOGRAI method of product quality performance indicator 

Figure 102: ECOGRAI method of user accidents performance indicator 

Figure 103: ECOGRAI method of machines alerts and stop performance indicator  

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduce manufacturing process costs 

Tactical Objectives Production costs and client commitments 

Operational objectives Prevent product deviations 

Decision variables Implement vfQualityInsurance 

Success factor Stop the machine and predict possible causes of product problems 

Performance indicator Number of alerts and machine shutdown 

Formula(Payload) Number of stops and/or alerts (product) in a production period 

As-IS value  2 

To-Be (M36):  1 

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduce manufacturing process costs 

Tactical Objectives Production costs and workers safety 

Operational objectives Prevent user accidents 

Decision variables Implement vfQualityInsurance 

Success factor Stop the machine at the right time and suggest recommendations 

Performance indicator Number of alerts and machine shutdown 

Formula(Payload) Number of stops (user) in a production period 

As-IS value  1 

To-Be (M36):  0 

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduce manufacturing process costs 

Tactical Objectives Production and maintenance costs + client commitments 

Operational objectives Prevent machines maintenance 

Decision variables Implement vfQualityInsurance 

Success factor Stop the machine at the right time and suggest recommendations 

Performance indicator Number of alerts and machine shutdown 

Formula(Payload) Number of stops (resource) in a production period 

As-IS value  2 

To-Be (M36):  1 
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Figure 104: ECOGRAI method of non-quality performance indicator 

 vfProductionTracker (vfApp P35) 

2.3.4.5.1 Objective 

vfProductionTracker has the objective to analyse ongoing production based on data from 
sensors (tracking the geometric quality of the product) at the factory. The collected data is 
analysed to estimate the gaps and their impacts in ongoing and future production. 
vfProductionTracker generates recommendations to the production manager of APR and 
TARDY to attenuate or anticipate production deviations. 

2.3.4.5.2 Actors 

Figure 105: Table of vfProductionTracker Actors  

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduce manufacturing process costs 

Tactical Objectives Reduce impact of non-quality 

Operational objectives Reduce time spent on disruptive on production lines 

Decision variables Implement vfQualityInsurance 

Success factor Anticipate as soon as possible disruptive events 

Performance indicator Time spent on disruptive events per production (hours) 

Formula(Payload) Average (time of corrective action end – time of corrective action start) 

As-IS value  1.75 

To-Be (M36):  1 

Name Role From 
Eddy Production manager APR 

Serge Production manager TARDY 
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2.3.4.5.3 Process Schema 

 

Figure 106: vfProductionTracker Schema 

2.3.4.5.4 Process Description 

Figure 107: Table of vfProductionTracker Process Description 

2.3.4.5.5 Data Sets 

Data preconfigured in the vfApp 

• Manufacturing Orders layouts 

• Recommendation report layout 

Data inputs 

• Manufacturing orders data 

• Production sequence data 

• Production alert data 

Data outputs 

# Description Covered 
by vf-OS 

1 vfProductionTracker retrieves production elements such as: valid orders, 
started orders, and declared production 

Yes 

2 vfProductionTracker retrieves an estimation of product geometric quality 
basing on data collected from sensors  

No (already 
developed) 

3 vfProductionTracker analyses the production orders based on both data 
sets and gaps impact. 

Yes 

4 In case of no relevant gaps, vfProductionTracker notifies production 
managers with some statistics about the evolution of production 

Yes 

5 In case of relevant gaps, vfProductionTracker generates a short priority 
list of impacted orders ongoing (started) and future ones. 

Yes 

6 vfProductionTracker generates list of recommendations of these gaps. Yes 

7 vfProductionTracker notifies production managers (Eddy and Serge) Yes 

8 Eddy or Serge receives the notification or the recommendation report for 
further actions 

Yes 
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• Production statistics 

• Trend analysis 

• Alerts from app to production managers 

• Recommendations for the list of impacted orders 

Figure 108: Table of vfProductionTracker Data Sets 

2.3.4.5.6 vApp Performance Indicators 

 

2.3.5 Data Confidentiality  

There are no sensitive or confidential data within the scope of pilot 3 use cases. 

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduce post-production costs 

Tactical Objectives Improve production reliability 

Operational objectives Stop production for non-compliant products 

Decision variables Implement production tracking application 

Success factor Detect ongoing quality problem to anticipate future deviations 

Performance indicator Number of product parts rejected due to quality problems 

Formula(Payload) Number of rejected products / Products quantity in the started order 

As-IS value  1/1000 

To-Be (M36):  1/5000 

Figure 109: ECOGRAI method of defect parts performance indicator 

ECOGRAI Method Description 
Strategic Objective Reduce post-production costs 

Tactical Objectives Avoid delay penalties 

Operational objectives Detect and eliminate production bottlenecks 

Decision variables Implement production tracking application 

Success factor 7% decrease delivery additional delays for complex products 

Performance indicator Additional time to deliver complex product 

Formula(Payload) Actual delivery date – contracted delivery date 

As-IS value  Average 1.075 days 

To-Be (M36):  Less than 1 day 

Figure 110: ECOGRAI method of complex product delivery time performance indicator 
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3 User Scenarios Classification and Analysis  

The objective of this section is to classify the different use case scenarios in order to 
provide vApps developers clear and concise information of typical kinds of applications 
they can develop with the vf-OS platform. It also provides the relationship between the 
vApps and market needs and expectations.  

The classification and analysis are based on the tables below in section 3.1, where 
different use cases are defined, and the table in section 3.2 where the use cases are 
classified in industrial sectors and process domains. The analysis included in this 
deliverable is obtained from an initial survey conducted with all the consortium members 
where they were asked to conceive vf-OS applications. Participants had to provide an 
application acronym, a brief text description, and an estimation of the degree of innovation 
of the application in three different levels: 

• Low: There are existing applications in the market that match the same need 

• Medium: There are some vertical or proprietary solutions in the market that match 
the same market need 

• High: There is nothing in the market that matches the market need 

Although all partners were invited to contribute, industrial partners were encouraged to be 
more thorough and envisage possible user scenarios in their corresponding sectors, in 
order to be more exhaustive in the sectors where the consortium has more know-how and 
experience. The table also includes the pilot use cases described in the last section 
 
For the definition of the industrial sectors and the process domains to use in the 
classification, several standards have been considered, including the Global Industry 
Classification Standard (GICS), Standard Industrial Classification (SIC), Supply Chain 
Operations Reference (SCOR) and Supply Chain Management Processes. Finally, GICS 
and SCMI have been selected since they provide a better distinction of industrial sectors 
and a more structured definition of process domains, which is helpful for both industrial 
and developer partners. It is intended that this document will be shared with other 
companies throughout the project in order to identify more use cases and scenarios being 
updated accordingly. 

Later, the use case description is analysed in order to define labels that can be associated 
with each vApp. Label definitions help both users and developers to detach from the 
specifics of each use case and conceive other potential vf-OS use cases and applications 
in different sectors or process domains. Labels provide a schematic representation of the 
functionality of an application. This high-level, general classification conveys a clearer and 
more direct message to developers reminding what can be accomplished with the vf-OAK. 

3.1 Use Cases Definition 

Figure 111 presents a brief description of the different applications defined for the use 
case classification and analysis above. The different applications in the pilot use cases 
have been considered in the analysis but have been omitted from the following table for 
the sake of clarity. 

Acronym Description Innovation 

vOrder 
To handle customer orders that can be shared between order 
manager / production manager or ordering departments / financial 

Low 
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Figure 111: Generic Use Cases Definition 

3.2 Use Case Classification 

Figure 112 shows the use case classification into industrial sectors and process domains. 
To maintain readability, Industry use cases are grouped into Industry Groups and the table 
only shows the number of use cases that fall into each category. The classification 
considers the 68 industries defined by GICS, organised in Industry Sectors and Industry 
Groups. Regarding process domains, the 8 process domains in the SCMI standard have 
been considered:  

• Customer Relationship Management (CRM)  

• Supplier Relationship Management (SRM) 

• Customer Service Management (CSM) 

• Demand Management (DM)  

department or directly within a supplier (it depends on the usage). 
This app can also be used in the returning process by clients. They 
can take a photo of the received faulty product and ask for a return.  

vProductMon 
For real-time monitoring on the status of a production, having the 
possibility to identify flaws and inform production managers that 
can immediately react.  

Low 

vfSalesLead 
To help a salesperson identify sales leads in his region, and 
segment territories into employee count, competitor, and location. 

Low 

vfColPlan 
Provide highly innovative tools to compute collaborative plans and 
optimise collaborative provisioning, manufacturing and supply 
processes.  

High 

vfNegDeman
d 

Visualise and negotiate demand plans in real time. The application 
connects to production plans and data is shared with providers, in 
order to validate the demand plan, supporting on line negotiation 

High 

vfMan 
Integration of CPS concepts to identify unexpected manufacturing 
events, the estimation of their impacts (in terms of quality, time, 
and quantity) and the decision of next operation  

Low 

vfPhyt 
Monitors consumption of phytosanitary products in agricultural 
productions to support demand management, taking into account 
quality requirements for the final product 

Medium 

vfHarvest 
Optimises the harvest process integrating data from crops, logistic 
and manufacturing process to optimise resource utilisation and final 
product quality 

Medium 

vfFail 
IoT application for the automatic registration of spare-part failures 
in automation production equipment 

Low 

vfPayment 
Allow payments to be made after a negotiation process by 
integrating different payment gateways 

Medium 

vfMyCon 
Interface with smart meters to provide energy consumptions and 
saving strategies 

Medium 

vfColPurchas
e 

Provide option for collaborative purchase (reduction on logistic 
costs and better deals with suppliers) 

Low 

vf3DViewer 
To allow production employees to find and view product parts via 
interactive 3D images 

Medium 

vfProducts 
Provide tools to store all relevant documentation regarding the 
manufacturing of products 

Low 

vfAdaptation 
Provide a list of best practices and workflow processes to perform 
when failures and monitor alarms occur 

Medium 

vfNegotiation 
Competencies and resources sharing. A negotiation support 
environment for the co-creation of products and business services 

High 
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• Order Fulfilment (OF) 

• Manufacturing Flow Management (MFM) 

• Product Development and Commercialization (PDC) 

• Returns Management (RM) 
 

 

Figure 112: Use case classification 

Figure 113 shows the results of the use cases classification grouped by Industry Sector 
and Process Domain. The results show that most use cases target the Materials and 
Industrial sectors. In these two sectors, there are use cases defined for all process 
domains. In other sectors such as Energy and Consumer Discretionary, there are use 
cases for some process domains, whereas sectors such as Financials or Technology 
Services are out of the scope of the defined use cases. 
 

  

Figure 113: Use cases grouped by Sector and Process Domain 

 

Sector Industry Group CRM SRM CSM DM OF MFM PDC RM

1 1

6 5 4 2 1 4 8

14 8 15 4 19 7

1 2

6 6 5 5

1 1 1 1

3 3

2 1

Media

Food & Staples Retailing 1 1

3 3 1

2 2

3 3 1

1 1 2

Insurance

3 1 7 3

3 2

Semiconductors & Semiconductor 1

7

1

Diversified Financials

Banks

Pharmaceuticals, Biotechnology & 

EnergyEnergy

Household & Personal Products

Food, Beverage & Tobacco

Retailing

Consumer Services

Consumer Durables & Apparel

Automobiles & Components

Industrials

Consumer 

Discretionary

Transportation

Commercial & Professional Services

Capital Goods

MaterialsMaterials

INDUSTRY
PROCESS

SCMI

Real Estate Real Estate

Financials

Information 

Technology

Consumer Staples

Health Care
Health Care Equipment & Services

Telecommunication Telecommunication Services

Utilities Utilities

Technology Hardware & Equipment

Software & Services
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3.3 Use Case Analysis 

3.3.1 Use Case Labelling 

Figure 114 defines different labels derived from the analysis of the different use cases. As 
explained, labels capture the functionality of an application in a generic way. Thus, it is 
possible to generalise the functionality of the Use cases and provide Software Developers 
comprehensive information on what kind of applications final users demand from the vf-OS 
platform. 

Figure 114: Use case labels 

Figure 115 shows the labels applied to each application. Cells marked with “X” show the 
labels that apply to each Use case. Label IDs are used for readability. This way, the table 
provides examples for all labels using the Use cases in the analysis. 

ID Label Description 
1 KPIs Monitoring Monitor Process KPIs in real time 

2 Collaboration 
Support 

Support collaboration among the supply chain 

3 Task Execution 
Tracking 

Track events related to different aspects of the production 
process 

4 Workflow 
Management 

Orchestrate manufacturing and logistics operations 

5 Documentation 
Management 

Manage product, process or supply chain documentation  

6 Supply Chain 
Modelling 

Support inter-functional and inter-organizational integration  

7 Negotiation 
Support 

Support negotiation between partners in supply chains 

8 Quality 
Management 

Support quality management 

9 Logistics 
Management 

Support logistic operations in supply chains 

10 Process 
Execution 

Monitoring and Control of Manufacturing operations 

11 Maintenance 
Management 

Coordinate customer and supplier b procedures 

12 Product 
Tracking 

Track any event related to a product in the supply chain  

13 Manufacturing 
Analytics 

Analyse manufacturing data 

14 Product Design Support product design 

Use cases Labels 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

vfOrder   ✓            

vfProductionMon ✓    ✓     ✓   ✓  

vfSalesLead     ✓ ✓         

vfColPlan  ✓             

vfNegDemand       ✓        

vfMan ✓   ✓ ✓     ✓   ✓  
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Figure 115: Use case Labelling 

vfPhyt ✓ ✓      ✓  ✓    ✓ 

vfHarvest ✓ ✓ ✓     ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓   

vfFail ✓       ✓  ✓  ✓   

vfPayment       ✓        

vfMyCon ✓            ✓  

vfColPurchase       ✓  ✓      

vf3DViewer          ✓     

vfProducts     ✓          

vfAdaptation    ✓           

vfNegotiation  ✓     ✓        

vfFailurePreventio
n 

 
✓ 

          ✓  

vfFailure 

Management 
 

✓ 
     

✓ 
 

✓ ✓ 
   

vfStockPolicies  ✓      ✓       

vfProduction 

FollowUp 
 

✓ 
       ✓     

vfMaintenance 

Calendar 
          ✓    

vfDocumentPortal     ✓        ✓  

vfSteelValidation        ✓    ✓   

vfOnSiteManager   ✓       ✓     

vfConcrete 

Feedback 
       ✓       

vfProductValidatio
n 

  ✓            

vfDocumentPortal     ✓          

vfIndusEnabler               

vfProduction 

Planner 
 

✓ 
          

✓ ✓ 

vfQualityInsuranc
e 

✓ 
✓ 

     
✓ 

      

vfProduction 

Tracker 
 

✓ 
     

✓ 
   ✓   
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4 Conclusions 

The vf-OS Users scenarios characterisation document provides a generic understanding 
of the characteristics of the manufacturing domain and emphasises the strategies that the 
industries should build to face the new demand of services driven by emerging possibilities 
of digital platforms and customer’s needs. This document also serves the need of building 
a common understanding of the vf-OS industrial pilots use-cases.  

The document presents an analysis of the as-is status of the three pilot industrial use 
cases, refining the procedures used now, and foreseeing the to-be scenarios that could be 
made possible within the development of vf-OS platform. In doing so, each of the pilot 
scenarios have been detailed by following a common methodology to clearly define the 
processes involved in the use-cases. The processes to be implemented have been 
described, modelled with Business Process Model and Notation diagrams, and explained 
with actors involved and data to be shared in order to provide all the information to the 
platform development.   

The last section of the document provides a classification and analysis of the different use 
cases and applications in respect to industry classification defined by GICS and SCMI. 
The final generic industrial application table defines Key Labels and the dynamic table of 
applications.  

In the further course of the project this document will be used as a guideline for 
development and validation of the project results in terms of end user scenarios. More 
precisely this document will provide important inputs to further vf-OS tasks such as T1.5 
Requirements Specification and various tasks of WP8: vf Smart Application Piloting and 
Validation. 
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Executive Summary 

D1.2: Appendix I is a comprehensive document describing in detail an initial view of how 
the vApps might look in terms of Mockups generated through the Balsamiq wire-framing 
tool.  Note that these are initial Mockups to stimulate the design planning and that the final 
developed applications may be considerably different.  In addition, it is noted this activity 
was originally foreseen to be part of both the Functional Design (WP2) and Use case 
(WP8) tasks but has been accelerated to provide initial impetus to the project.  
 
This Balsamiq approach has found to be ideal and used both in commercial and RTD 
projects to: 

 Make the users focus on what they would like as outcomes (especially since they 
tend to focus on the visuals) 

 Provide a simple mechanism to educate the developers what users want beyond the 
more formal (and often more difficult to decipher) narrative requirements text.   
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0 Introduction 

0.1 vf-OS Project Overview 

vf-OS – virtual factory Operating 
System – is a project funded by the 
H2020 Framework Programme of the 
European Commission under Grant 
Agreement 723710 and conducted in 
the period October 2016 until August 
2019.  It engages 14 partners (Users, 
Technology Providers, Consultants 
and Research Institutes) from 7 
countries with a total budget of circa 
7.5M€.  Further information can be 
found at www.vf-OS.eu.  

The World is facing the fourth 
industrial revolution based on ICT, 
specifically architectures and services, 
as key innovation drivers for 
manufacturing companies. Traditional factories will increasingly be transformed into smart 
digital manufacturing environments but currently the full potential for ICT in manufacturing 
is far from being fully exploited. Factories are complex systems of systems and there is a 
need to develop a platform on which future manufacturing applications can be built. 
Examples of platforms exist in some industrial sectors but there is a lack of cross cutting 
platforms based on open standards for creating an ecosystem for cooperative innovation. 
Innovative open platforms to attract talent from solution developers and to provide 
accessible manufacturing smart applications to European SMEs are examples of the kind 
of solutions being sought. 

The goal of vf-OS is to develop an Open Operating System for Virtual Factories composed 
of a kernel, application programming interface, and middleware specifically designed for 
the factory of the future. An Open Applications Development Kit (OAK) will be provided to 
software developers for deploying Manufacturing Smart Applications for industrial users, 
using the vf-OS Manufacturing Applications Store all operated through a Virtual Factory 
Platform. 

The Virtual Factory Platform is an economical multi-sided market platform with the aim of 
creating value by enabling interactions between four customer groups: 

 Software Developers (independent or within individual manufacturers) who will 
build Manufacturing Apps either through innovation or from manufacturing user 
demand 

 Manufacturing and Logistic Users who will explore the marketplace for already 
created solutions, ready to be run on the vf-OS 

 Manufacturing and Logistics Solutions Providers who will provide ICT interfaces 
and manufacturing connections 

 Service Providers (vf-OS innovators and third parties) who will make available 

file:///D:/_New%20User/ICE/Operations/vf-OS/WP/WP1/www.vf-OS.eu
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services (hosting, storage, connected cloud services, etc.) including those based on 
developed solutions 

 
The Virtual Factory Platform will provide a range of services to the connected factory of the 
future to integrate better manufacturing and logistics processes. Manufacturing 
Applications Store will be open to software developers, using the free Open Applications 
Development Kit provided. They will be able to quickly develop and deploy smart 
applications to enable and optimise communication and collaboration among supply 
networks of all manufacturing sectors in all the manufacturing stages and logistic 
processes. 

vf-OS aims to become the reference system software for managing factory related 
computer hardware and software resources and providing common services for factory 
computational programs. This operating system will be the component of the system 
software in a real factory system where all factory application programs will run.   

0.2 Deliverable Purpose and Scope 

The purpose of this document “D1.2 Appendix I: Mock-ups” is describes the first version of 
the mock-ups for each application described in D1.2 User Scenarios Characterisation. 

0.3 Target Audience 

Whilst primarily aimed at the project partners, this public deliverable can be useful for the 
wider scientific and industrial community. This includes other publicly funded projects, 
which may be interested in collaboration activities. 

0.4 Deliverable Context 

This document is an Appendix to formal Deliverable D1.2 User Scenarios 
Characterisation. Its relationship to other documents is as follows: 

 D1.2: User Scenarios Characterisation 

 D8.1: Validation Scenarios 

0.5 Document Structure 

This deliverable is broken down into the following sections: 
 

 Section 1:  Mock-ups: Provides mock-ups for each application described in D1.2 
User Scenario Characterisation 

Annexes: 

 Annex A: Document History 

 Annex B: References 

0.6 Document Status  

This document is listed in the Description of Action as “public” since it provides general 
information about the goals and scope of vf-OS and can therefore be used by external 
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parties in order to receive insight into the project activities.  

0.7 Document Dependencies  

This document has no preceding documents or further iterations. 

0.8 Glossary and Abbreviations  

A definition of common terms related to vf-OS, as well as a list of abbreviations, is 
available in the supplementary and separate document “vf-OS Glossary and 
Abbreviations”. 

Further information can be found at http://www.vf-OS.eu/glossary 

0.9 External Annexes and Supporting Documents 

None 

0.10 Reading Notes 

None  

http://www.vf-os.eu/glossary
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1 Mock-ups 

This annex describes the first version of the mock-ups for each application. 

It has been necessary to describe such level of detail, defining in each screen the input, 
output information, as well as the support where the application will be used. 

Even if this work was done very early in the project, the coherence of the mock-ups with 
the actors and roles table, the process diagram and description definition tables, as well as 
the dataset table has only been possible after detailed drawing of first overview of 
expected application interface. 

1.1 vfFailurePrevention (vApp P11) 

 

Figure 1: vfFailurePrevention homepage 
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Figure 2: vfFailurePrevention active alarms 
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Figure 3: vfFailurePrevention historical alarms 

 

Figure 4: vfFailurePrevention user management 
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Figure 5: vfFailurePrevention rules settings for provider 
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1.2 vfFailureManager (vApp P12) 

 

Figure 6: vfFailureManager homepage 
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Figure 7: vfFailureManager detected alarm list view and manual failure register 

 

Figure 8: vfFailureManager active alarms list 
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Figure 9: vfFailureManager assistance page with historical log and handbooks 

 

Figure 10: vfFailureManager user management 
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1.3 vfStockPolicies (vApp P13) 

 

Figure 11: vfStockPolicies spare-parts stock information page 

 

Figure 12: vfStockPolicies user management 
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1.4 vfProductionFollowUp (vApp P14) 

 

Figure 13: vfProductionFollowUp production indicators monitoring page 

 

Figure 14: vfProductionFollowUp user management 
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1.5 vfMaintenanceCalendar (vApp P15) 

 

Figure 15: vfMaintenanceCalendar calendar 
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Figure 16: vfMaintenanceCalendar maintenance settings 

 

Figure 17: vfMaintenanceCalendar calendar settings 
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Figure 18: vfMaintenanceCalendar user management 
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1.6 vfDocumentPortal (vApp P21) 

 

Figure 19: vfDocumentPortal Main Screen – Open New Project 

 

Figure 20: vfDocumentPortal Create New Project 
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Figure 21: vfDocumentPortal Main Screen – Open Project 

 

Figure 22: vfDocumentPortal Select Project to Open 
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Figure 23: vfDocumentPortal Project Main Screen – Create New Document 

 

Figure 24: vfDocumentPortal New Document – Select document to create 
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Figure 25: vfDocumentPortal New document creator from template 

 

Figure 26: vfDocumentPortal New document creator from picture 
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Figure 27: vfDocumentPortal Project Main Screen – View Document 

 

Figure 28: vfDocumentPortal Selection of document to view 
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Figure 29: vfDocumentPortal Document viewer 

 

Figure 30: vfDocumentPortal Main Screen – Search for document 
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Figure 31: vfDocumentPortal select search parameters 

 

Figure 32: vfDocumentPortal Document Viewer 
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1.7 vfSteelValidation (vApp P22) 

 

Figure 33: vfSteelValidation Main screen 

 

Figure 34: vfSteelValidation New sample main screen 
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Figure 35: vfSteelValidation New sample photos to upload 

 

Figure 36: vfSteelValidation New sample upload sample documentation 
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Figure 37: vfSteelValidation new sample report 
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1.8 vfOnSiteManager (vApp P23) 

 

Figure 38: vfOnSiteManager new delay creation form 

 

Figure 39: vfOnSiteManager supervisor list of alarms form 
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Figure 40: vfOnSiteManager supervisor re-planer form 

 

Figure 41: vfOnSiteManager new working plan uploaded warning 
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Figure 42: vfOnSiteManager new working plan view form 

1.9 vfConcreteFeedback (vApp P24) 

 

Figure 43: vfConcreteFeedback Main screen 
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Figure 44: vfConcreteFeedback New sample screen 

1.10 vfProductValidation (vApp P25) 

 

Figure 45: vfProductValidation Main screen – new PAB 
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Figure 46: vfProductValidation New PAB editor 

 

Figure 47: vfProductValidation Main screen – PAB’s for approval 
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Figure 48: vfProductValidation PAB for approval selection and Approve/Reject 

 

Figure 49: vfProductValidation Main screen – PAB status 
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Figure 50: vfProductValidation PAB status viewer 

 

Figure 51: vfProductValidation PAB document viewer 
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Figure 52: vfProductValidation RME document viewer and Approval/Rejection 

 

Figure 53: vfProductValidation Main screen – Send RME (Creation) 
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Figure 54: vfProductValidation RME associate with PAB 

 

Figure 55: vfProductValidation RME editor 
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1.11 vfCollaborationAnalyzer (vApp P31) 

 

Figure 56: vfCollaborationAnalyzer Customer project submission 
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Figure 57: vfCollaborationAnalyzer Quotation referent desktop 

 

Figure 58: vfCollaborationAnalyzer BigData analysis and decision making tool 
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Figure 59: vfCollaborationAnalyzer Project status and consolidation of decisions 
throughout the workflow 
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1.12 vfIndusEnabler (vApp P32) 

 

Figure 60: vfIndusEnabler Order generation 
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Figure 61: vfIndusEnabler Features decomposition report 
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1.13 vfProductionPlanner (vApp P33) 

 

Figure 62: vfProductionPlanner Manufacturing order sequence provider 
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1.14 vfQualityInsurance (vApp P34) 

 

Figure 63: vfQualityInsurance Production monitoring desktop  
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